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ABSTRACT
k

In the first part of the monograph Herr discusses Q5
of the 11 conditions discussed in "An Introduction to Career
Education," U.S.O.E. Policy Paper, 1974, by director Kenneth Hoyt,
calling fOr reform in our educational systems: (1) school leavers are
deficient in basic skills required for adaptability in society; (2)

students fai' to see meaningful relationships between what they learn
and what they do when they Wave school; (3) education fails to meet
the educational needs of those who will never enter college; (4) many
persons are unequipped with the necessary vocational,
self-understanding, and career decision-making skills or wor k
attitudes for the transition from school to work; and (5) education
does not meet the needs of minority or economitcally disadvantaged
personsi Cramer, in the second part of the mo!Tograph!, documents five
of HoytdS points: (1) education has tailed to keep pace, Kith qr
post-industrial occupation changes, thusicontributing.to-ncreased
worker alienation; (2) carer options foi. women have not, been
reflected in the educational system; (3) continuingaduLt.ieducation
needs have not been met; (4) there is a need for more public
participation in educational policy formation; and (5) insufficient
emphesis is.placed on sub- baccalaureate degree level, progiams.
(BP)
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III
Meaninglessness Among College. Students

/,
i,

The question of the ineamngfulness of education has probibly been,energifed'
,

there. Or example, Astin;ind iiisconti (1972Yhave reported that -eomparia o
most reently by college,'students although the Matter ,(s cvainly not confine

t966 Oeshinen, fewer 19.70 freshmen found ;radition'al life olijecti*r(as,
reflected in currkulum niajdrs dealing with entrepreneurial, mat9iialtVic,

I a

altruistic or social achisVement goals) to be personally meaningful. Recent
freshmen have became more inner - directed about their life styles and goals.,The.
only,,,set of goals selected by increas,ed proportions of freshmen,reffected an. ,

intefest in activities .that satisfy' oneself rOlier than activities that fix3Apse
=7-re4ognition from the larger society. /

'Sandeen (1968) has.reported in relation to the meaning of a baiehelor's degree
th4.."Purelyacademic efforts seem, to increasing numbers of;studentss ,.larsqy
unrelated to the really important questions of life." Many students evidently ....

! have decided that, "if any meaning is to.`be found, rust sbie done apart from .
the actual structure of/the,ctglege." ' .,-- '- ". --. ''4.--,.s . - ..- ... ,

Lefko..tritz, (1973), in conducting random ioerviews with, some...300Atidelts... '',.
.

from ov,er 50 leading colleges and uriiversitiekin the Eafrn'tir.kleil.)%tate,slotirtif1 1,4.
that. "Over two - thuds of the students interviewed stated thaccuitege,,educatton t. ,

pr,what was being presented to,thern; was not worth theeYfor4. evii-,:249Ttki.c:,,..1.
students said their education Nyould be c.onsidered.Tair, atict,26,statiOtat,ilioy ..: .

felt they were getting a good ethicarion.''4(rool (I"?70) seems tpMppyrt.these ,
..observations in his stateipent. ''We have All seen bright young'Xgh.SpE21 .,...
graduates tneye Sti to our college 'eamikuW,and,..}(te'vrAly a relatilreklihOrt.:,,, :
period, display a, feebler intellect, list, 'cigliyated sensibility , and agteater,..f:;,,
vulgarity of sou/Lilian:either God or th,-i,pa'reitIktequeatliecl to\thern." '..., tk., .

/ se,,:. s. \ . -\
, , - -'. sl\\ .,2, X.,, \ , \' ,`\ \

Meaninglii4ipesi_incl-ligli:t cho91j4. -:? .';:..- ' , . ' '. `-: `

With respect to the Itigh schoql, h,Ty r (1970) h i.stated ?hat, ". . . Wt
eurr,eptly fail to eclutate.Ippl,oxlmateiy,..o third'of t e youth enrolled .ip
high School . This i Vot @ic4:tritriarily.,:tc44.1n lequacies of the students but , ,.
to tfleIi4prOiiitiness pl. the frogririklq su,

___X 'them
with the kind ,of, ,

- . .
learning

i
learning rquired. ey are, Cerf, erried 'Viiih`be ng Mdependent adults,
geItapg,jobs, marry it ,gaintig statui.wit their pee; ft4p,lng, to.00lve thei- - ., 1

. _ ill pf the viorld.1 They ,IPeraivt: littlf qr no co eetion, .(1etwiedn the,
e ticationa content.oT the sctiodl and therr Own c:oncerN. .. . It as a rare ,

sihool today that helps. the stugfew :deal' with the personafs Ial"\, eLunomic, 2/ i -,...- . :.,i

Bich
.! \ 1.:' -k \

) j...,
pnd mpral proyemq which conflogt.hirn....,If the psytkologjs ,ale correct .

, \
.., that youth are.seeking ai sound:begs ',zir,,dey$loking adequate-coping b-e. kavior,

-i
then ,truly the, sch,Ools, viith theif,ccire'df, ;solid!' subjects prepart tketri

A .
\

a : Aprestuntilq).fqr liVes 0, disinreSjql sLIJohirship are basically lir* a,nt to
:--',.itheni.r; ','t (1 I il l` i :,,,i; .7 , ...,,

. 1

indicated
- . .t : . . N \\

t Thu p, Tyler' indicated not thjat basic cadgmtc skills are unimporia girt_
_ -ikti4r tItat they. are iniufAciorit mid' as :taughl, often unrelated To. tta,, \1 ) 4.

- -.C16yeloPMentai matters children are .ccO'ig,wah..MaKtip (1971) speaks, to et-,,:-:-.-- . , ,, i . ,,.,
,srlew t at one can expect a certain amount o; discontent about causes simply .as

li- .---,:- -: S. , 1 i i. .. ' , i ,' ,
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PREFACE

1/
This Papei, one of a series of monographs being issued by the Office of C er

Education, is directed to persons working in career education, educational
administrators who must make decisions about emphases in instructional
content, and to general educators who are in the process of considering future
directions in educational planning. Thus administrators, counselors, teachers at
different educational levels and in different settings may each find something of
professional pertinence in the questions the paper addresses.

The Office of Career Educationllas outlined 11 conditions which call for
educational reform, conditions which speak to societal inequities and to
educational lacks. (These conditions are contained in "An Introduction to
Career Education," U.S.O.E. P.olicy Paper, 1974, which was prepared by Dr.
Kenneth B. Hoyt, DireCtor of the .Office of Career Education.) This paper
presents background information relating to these conditions od briefly ,limns
the potential contribution of career education in, alleviating them..,More
specifically, the monograph (1) examines educational literature and research
which bar upon each of the 11, conditions allegedly underlying needs -for .

'educational reform in America, (2) considers the validity of each of these
1 conditions as a spur to career education, and (3) identifies briefly some specific

responses career education can make to each of the Conditions addressed.
This paper is intended to be a review and synthesis of representative literature

pertinent to the conditions at ire rather On an exhaustive study in each area.
As such, 'it is'an introdudt*rl'irWif the Validity of certain assumptions about
American education to wh q,11- education offers a response. 3'o the degree
that the conditions describia e present in current educational practice, this
paper provides a Conceptual Vfonale for the installation of many existing forms
of career education content and 'process as well as a prod to educators to go
beyond these for emphases ngt yet a part,of career eduoatiOn approaches.

1The two pant' to this papsr were corktracted 4for as separate publications. ,,.,

they were developed, however, it appeared that they could be combined as a
single monograph. Part Lwas prepared by Dr. Edwin L. Herr of The pennsylvania
State University and Part II by Stahley H. Cramer of the State University of New
York at Buffalo. '
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CONDITIONS CALLING FOR EDUCATIO(VAL REFORM
-_ An Analysis
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Since Pr 1 . the term Career EduLation-htis made Lonsidera*...ulypact Pll the
educational me tality of America. 6cif4F§ have damned itSalkied
for a new vocatio alism or its concegt of education as utilitariarrand proponents,
have argued the merits of theicomepts involved. Educational relevance.
individual choice. c Much of this debate has centered upon the opinions and
the emotions of th critics ol.,the propots rather, than the validity of the
educational conchtioi to which career education is intended to respond.

In the U.S. Office \of Education Policy Paper An Introduction to Career
Education" Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director. Office of Career Zbication, has
identified 11 "conditions calling for educational reform" that care R education,
seeks to collect. These conditions represent a-compilation of prime criticisms of
American education voiced by a variety ofspokespersons in the professional and
lay sectors of AmericarrsoLiety. Since blanket indictmentsor global Lnticisms of
any social institution tend as nifich to obscure and confuse as to enlighten, the
future shape and significance Of career education rests upon the validity,and the
character of tin criticisms to which it represents a response.

While, as indicated above, 11 conditions calling for'Vddcational reform have
been identified only 5 will be discussed in this paper. They include:

1. Too many persons leaving our educational system are deficient in \he basil
academic ,skills required for adaptability in today 's rapidly changing
society. 0

2. Too kinany students fail to see meaningful relationlips between what they
are being asked to learn in school and what they will do when they leave
the educational system. This is true ofboth those who remain to graduate
and those who drop out of the educational system.
American education; as currently structured, best meets the educational
needs of that minority of persons who will somed* become college

,itraduates. It fails to place0

equal emphasis to meeting the educational
' needs of that vast majgrity of students who will never be college

graduates.
A (.i.s5 in the original paper)Too many persons leave our educational system

at both the secondary and collegiate levels unequipped with the vocational
skills, the self-understanding and career decision-making skills, or the work .
attitude that are essential for making a succesVul transition from school to
work.
(4'10 in the original paper) American edu}:ation. as currently structured,
does not adequately meet the needs of minority ..or economically
disadvantaged persons it our sOcietyrr

20,-.`,gi,lt is probably obvious to the reader that such criticismsinclhe a load of high
For example, words and phrases such as "too many'," rapidly changing,"

"nyaningful," "adequately," are denied differently from observer to observer
hand sonicivcases" are difficult to quantify. In other.instances. they represent
overall impressioas....er\ subjective judgement rather, titan interpretations of data
bases.

wen such caveats:this paper will attempt to identify data, research, or value
statements winch seen pertinent to each conditoi identified, It is unlikely that
tile material identified will be exhaustive iff all ssibilities but an attempt will
be made to insure that it is representative of sucha domain.

4
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It is also worth noting that the five conditions Are not mutually exclusive.
Thus, the data and speculation_ examined often do. not fit cleanly in one
copdition rather than a%other bin flow across them and relate-to several.

Cpndition 1,

It is virtually accepted as a truism among critics of the ,American educational
`enterprise tha't too ,many persons leave our educational system deficient in the

deademic skills required for adaptability in today's changing society It is
less clear of what such basic skills consist', Marly educational critics eem to
assume the basic academic skills are confined to reading, wri ng, and
computation. Other observers contend that additional skills shoul also be
included as basic requirements in today's society. These latter ustially relate
basic skill to some social function or goal.

Some Perspectives on Academic Skills

Darcy (1969), for example, has indicated that the basic skills related 4o work
success include communication skills, computational skills, manual dexterity or
motor skills, and group organization and human rela . ons skills. It is histosition
that employability, productivity and earning po er a e enhanced by verbal skills
(reading, writing, speaking); mathematics, manu s ills, and the ability fo work
effectively with other people. In addition, he contends that these skills are
"basic, dutiable, versatile, transiale jand open-ended, they represent' human
capital that is virtually immune to Masland (1972) has contended'
that interpersonal and organizational understanding are "survival skills" without
which one simply cannot exist in a modern,nationstate.

Coleman (1972) has argued' that youth have been excluded from the
"educational mainstream" in eir society. He cites several skills', essentially
basic from his perspective, that ould be provided by the educational system
before a.student becomes 18 years of ager They include!

1. "Intellectual skills," the kinds° of things that schooling at its best teaches.
. Skills ';)of some occupation that may be filled by a' condary school

graduate, so that every 18-year old would b edited in some ',"`
occupation, whether he continued in school or not.

3. Decision-making Skills: That is, those skillS qf making decisions in complex
.situations where consequences follow from decisions.

4. General physical and mechanical skills: Shills that allow the young person
to deal with physical and mechanical problems he will confront outside
work, in the home or elsewhere.

5. ,Bureaucratic and organizational skills: How 'to cope with a bureaucratic
organization, as an. employee, a customer, a diem, a manager, or an,
entrepreneur. . .

6. Skills and care of depenatnt persons: Skills in' Caring for children, old °

7.
persons, acid sick persons.
Emergency skills: How to act in an emergency or unfamiliar situation, in
sufficient time fo deal with the emergency. .

8. Verbal communication skills in argumentation and debate.
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Ginzberg (1971) has argued that many students remain in school until their 1,
18th.,4-, pass the modest requirements,for.a'bigh sLhool diploma but in f'act
grad art: with-little ktrawledge and less skill. In. partiLular he notes that° a

1 ..... ,

L isiderable number oaigh school grates cannot even pass the armed forces
$selection examination v. hiLli is, in fact. cast at an 8th grade equivalent level..

Speaking further to the matter of basis academic skills he Li vends that we tend
to ovt.rlook "Me fact that the preferred oLcupatio'riil, preparation for a white
collar society is the aLquisition of, skills in language. 'lumber's. and analy 461 -
thinking. While a minority w ill earn their his ing tri,manual trades. tine vast
majority of the oncoming generation v. ill work wit paper.440, pencil,,, with
typewriters, eliculators, computers, and testing equipm \i, v

,

Ginzberg's assertion that America has . become ,white eqllgr society .

essentially ac-cords With other descriptive ea liemisni's: such as' America's
7 betcoming a post-inchgt\rial society or DruLker's*,uotention (1969) that America

has become a. knowledge society. in this inoverant ,loward a `Iniiwl
economy , cbgmtive'skills -basic. academic skills aOthey are identified here- e-
dominate in most workastivity 'and in other work aspects. Thus, concurrent

© with rising requirements for such basic academrt 'Skills is a decrease in the
, number of unskilled jobs available to absorb arkYpouts or ,persons unequipped

with appropriate academic skills. One indicator of this situation is Venn's:(1973)
observation that 5 percent of the jobs avallablevtuday require no eduction and

' no specific )obs skills as compared with 25 percent of the jobs 20 years ago.
The imPortance of basic acAemic skills is reflected in Drucker's (1969)

Observations that "The systematic acquisition of knqwledge, that is organized
formal education , has replaced experience- acquired liatlitionally through ap-
prenticeship-as the foundation for roductive capacity 'and performance,",

1. (p. 40). In addition, he contende at. "The productivity of the worker will
depend on his ability to' p o work, concepts, ideas. theories-that IS things
learned in school-rather than skills acquired through experience" (p. 41) ...a,,,
knowledge foundation enables peopli, to unlearn. It enables them in other words
to become ".technologists" who can put knowledge, skills, and tools to work,...,*
rather than "craftsmen":Who know how to do one specific task one specific ,
way.p... Technologists are people capable of using-theory as the bases of skill
for practical application in work (Di:ticker. 1969,268,'303,309318), .

Levitan, Mangum, aud'Marshall (1972) also have reported that occupation4I
and industrial shifts since the 1950's have favored more extensive skills and
educational attainment. hi die goods. ptodudng areas, "technological and

0 \.organizatikral changes have enhanced the importance of nonproduction
-svoiisitrs- for example, the white-collar Jobs of mecutives,Aales personnel, office
workers, engineers -as opposed to blue collar workers," (p. 64).

In sum, it is fair to suggest that it is not dear what mixtures of expertie and
skill levels might be most effeLtive in readungriational goals (Weathersby, 1972).
Perhaps h will never be since the basic skills required (o adapt to a changing
society must be, i,4 a dynamic state de , .3ing upon what kind of change is
occurring. Even th ,zugh more than narrow y defined academic skills are required
to f Ltion effective,, ly in today's society, the goals cited continue to support the
imp. trance of basic academic skills- reading, communication, computation. This
is true not only in terms of. work but obviously in terms of further education.
I l'r '
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'_ For example, Cross (1973) has..indicated, the greatest ,single hair er o cole4e
admission in tl 1960's was not ethnic identalor socioeLonuMiL status per se.
Rather it was I of demonstrated acad "Allay as that abilo is nurtured
and measured i the schools.

The Level of Basic Academic Skills Possessedttty, Americans

Given this brief attention to the importance of Ale academic skills m
rapidly changing society , the other dimension of condition =1 is that too many
persons leave our educltionial, system without such skills. Typically this
argument hash centered about statistic that during 1970-71, "3.7 million
young peOple left formal education. Of,these, neafly 2. ,million lacked skills
adequate to enter the labor force at a level commensurate%ith their promise.
Many left with no marketable skill whatew," These lattel.

-area
are

predicated upon the fact that the 2.5 mini) identified -are composed of
850,000 persons who dropped out at either the elementYry or secondary school
level, 750,000 who graduated from high school in the general curriculum (which
has been described as a "swampland," offering "meaningless irrelevant pap"),
and 850,000 who left college without a degree or completion of an organized,
occupational program, (Marland, 1971).

The assumption in such statistics is that no persons dropping out of school,
before high school gra100, matriculating in the general curriculum, or
terminating college withouUdegree or completing an organized occupational
program acquired basiL'acadelnic skills. Obviously, such an assumption has error
in the extrapolations it represents but dat'a do abt exist to indicate how many
persons in these three groups do attain such basic: academic skills. Indeed.
Silberman (1970) has contended that. "... we have remarkablyohttle informa-
tion on how much students learn from scl(21, or on how much they know,
whatever the sources of their knowledge. The U.S. Office of Education's annual
Digest of Educational Statistics for 1969, for example, contains 128 pages with
170 tables,"only one oft which contains data on what students are learning"
(p. 18).

What is also worth noting is that the approximate number of drop-outs from
Ameritan education is essentially the ,sanie as it was 20 years ago and probably
many years before that. With larger numbers of students now persisting toward
high school graduation, the dropout rate (rather than the absolute number) has
declined from approximately 41 percent in 1950 to 22 percent in 1971
(Madden, 1974). This change can be Last against the fact that 11910 less than
10 Percent of the students entering first grade completed high school while
today between 70 and 78 percent, of students entering first grade complete high
school. While fins quantitative progress is excellent'in relative terms both with
regard to 1910 in this country and with regard to many of the other nations of
tie world, a 20 to 30 percent dropout_ rate and indefinite knowledge about how
'much high school graduates or, indeed, college graduates have learned lies at the
base of, national concern that the schools are not equipping young Americans
with basic acadeMic skills.

While, as Silberman has contended, our knowledge of how much ur !tow little
students are learning is less than fully developed, some specific,indicators and

4
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estimates do),e \1st. In the isectins a number of such mailers will he
identified. Plkin (1973) m discussing unchanging schools states. "A review of
the celebrated New York City pioneer effort in 4:0111111LIIIII) k:ontrol concludes
that... after all the publicity and conflict after all the bold' rhetonc and

irrevolunonary expectations. after all the money spent: jobs allocated, new
machine and programs introduj:d. the children of the lOcean Hill Browns

distnct cannot read as.well, today as they did five years ago." Related to
such a ci'ildlusion are Inrdings of the 1964 Project TALENT survey reported by
Flanagait lie indicated that "the present instructional programs are not enabling
students to achieve the lbiels in reading comprehension that are essential for
effect ve participation in a democracy. For example, only 7 percent of 9th grade
students and 25 percent of '12th grade students were able to answer correctly
halt of, the questions based or typical paragraphs discussing national issues in
Time Magazine. These result suggest that today's high school graduates are
ill-equipped tcyvaluate the vidence and make wise decisions and choices....
That') sonic of this failure to develop skill in reading comprehension is due to'the
assignment of inappropriate material is suggested by the fact that about 34
percent of both the boy s and the irls in the 12th grade stated that about half
the nine or more frequently "I read material over and over again without really
undertanding what I 'have read." (Flanagan: 1970).

Not only reading but other basie'academic subjects ace at issue. Skinner.,
(1968). for example, has contended that -"Even our best schools. are under
criticism for their inefficiency in the teaching of drill subjects such as arithmetic.
The conditton in the average school is a matter of widespread national concern.
Modern children simply do not learn githmenc quickly or well," (pp. 17-18),
The 'findings of Loth; and Herr ( 1973) tend to support Skinner's observation.
Their study tfueried260 vocational teachers representing a variety of specialties

N. teachers in the sample.

Percent of.
Rank of Remediation Teachers

1.5 53.8
1.5 53.8

about which, if any, of 66 mathematics skills (obtained from. standard
mathCmatics or remedial texts) were important to vocational education. They
found first that they is a mathematics base that underlies vocational training
-emphases Nrit,e pertinent to the point being made here,however, is that many
tudents enter vocational education courses needing remediation in arithmetic
skills'which one '`woitld hate assumed they would have learnedeallier in school.
The sfAdwing repr'esent? only, those skills raged in the first 10 among those"
needing the most remediation and so identified by 45 percent orqprge of all the

Skill

Square Root
Changing Common Fractionsi,

to Decimals
3.5 50.0 L'hanginDecimals to*

. Comilioit Fractions
3.5 50.0 Division of Fractions
6 47.6 Mi4tiplication a Froctions
6 47.6 Reading and Writing fieOnials
6 47.6 , AAdchtion of Fractions '

`10



Rank of, Reniedia

9,5
9.5 .

Percent of
Te.ae,hers

473
46.9
40

£

Skill

Ratio and Proportion
Subtraction of Fractions
Decimal Equnalents

These are ob%iousliy not own, niatlitmati. skills y et many students have not
acquired them by the time they reach 10th grade. What,ts particularly interesting
is that except for square root. these skills 1, ere probably part of the curriculum
for the students in61e.l. for at least 4 years before they entered vocational
education.

In 'cumparing more recent 'Project TALIAT findings with earlier ones.
Flanagan (1973) has reported many findings pertinent to the point at issue.
They include

. In many secondary school English classes inteachers citanue to try to
inspire students with a love of literature. using cla3$ics that many of the
students cannot read well enough to understand.... In 1960. 38 percent of
the eleventh grade students in the sample reported about half the time or
even mbre frequently. "I read material over Ad' over again without really
understanding %ghat I have read." In the 1970 surioey 33 percent of the
students stireported having that much difficulty with-their school reading
.... The present educational program is achtev tug very poor results because
of inappropriate activities required of the students and a lack, of adequate
performance standard's.... In the 1960 Project TALENT survey it was found
that 65 percept of the eleventh grade students aclueved a level of
comprehension eqUivalent to that required to understand half of the points
included in typical paragraphs from Robert Louis Stevenson's writings, but

'only 36 percent achieve1 this level of comprehension of typical paragraphs
from the whitings of-Rudy and Kipling. Only 8 fiercely of the 'eleventh-grade
students weresi 421eedunderstand typical paragraphs fram the writings of Jane
Aiisten this well. Corresponding figures for eleventh grade students m the
1970 update in a sample of the same kiwis were 66 percent, 37 percent and
10 percent In replying to the quegtion "Ares you 5.iitisfied with the
progress you are making to dodo!) your abilities in reading, thinicing and
writing" only 46 percent of the eleventh grade students in the sample
reported they were satisfied or very satisfied.
While such findings do support the culpability of the American school a'nd

the validity of,assertions that too many persons leai,e the educational enterprise
without basic academic skills, it is unfair to leave the matter there. On the one
hand, attributing lifetime opportunity to effectiveness in basic academic skills
probably understates the effects of nuncognitie traits in relation to success
criteria. On the, other hand, attributing individual success or failure in life
exclusively to the quality of schuolinpprobably underestimates the significance
of such other influences as lamily.Fshifts in the occupational structure, etc.
These are,complex interactils, and generally o4 f which quantitative rather
tlian qualitative data exist." F;en though these eractions ur the specific
influences other than schouhpg are beyond tins paper several findings are worth

6



noting. For .e ample, Blau and Duncan (1.967) have demonstrated Mal the
higher the occupational of the lather, the higher'that of the son.
and the more educated the parent, the:more edunted tire child. Related to 5uLh
poubts are N1astersI.Iirwo that the pri.iiability of dropping out of school
by age 16 or 17 was directly ;elated to 'the education kwl of jiie head of fhe
household. The lower the educationJec el of the head of the household the more
likely it as that the child w as at a grade linel behind that of his age group.,
Numerov Other studies point Out that the acadeImi. performame of the child

to be related to parental social cla.ss, the assumption being that much of
the education and educattonal motivation of a child occurs as a funNon of the
values and reinforcement at home This relationship is-dr.unatically illustrated in
data prepared by the National Assessment st laincational Progress Cinder the
aegis of the I ducation Conmussion,of the Stater.

'TABLE. I

ACIIIFVEMENT OF READING OBJECTIVES BY
FDLICATION1 L1VEL OF PARENTS

1970-71 l's

Age at which
test taken

Percentage differehce from national nvklia`n of childr n
tested by education level of parents

. t

Nu high
'school

Sonic * , Completed Beyond
U.S 11.S. bLS/

9 Years
13 years
17years -
Adult

.8 0
. -16.0

-14.0
-8.0

-4.0 ,

-5.0,
-6.0 -,. 1

* '
0°'

'.3 0
1.0 ,'

1.0
3 0*

.

8.0
7.0
6 0
9.0

Definition
. .. ,

)ercentage difference by age group and parental educiition, from the
national map percentage-of 'successful exercises.4SamPle of data refers to the
attainment of Reading Objective III The ability to use what is read. This
objectte requires that respondents recall facts from a. passage that ;N.-read

, withbut referring to *at passage. to perform various tasks on the basis of what is
read, and to demonstrAe an ability to obtain information from a variety of
non-textual materials. . .i

I
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* ,c1 ACHIEVEMENr0E-SCIEKCE OBJECTIVES BY_
EDUeATSON-LEVEL OF.PARENTS

L969-70 -
_ -. _

Age at which
test 'taken

PerCe Cage difference from-natidhal Median-,:o1-1thildren
parents"

--
tested by edueation level of parents"

. ,...:- r

No high Some Completed ......-trejf;Ond - -,1:.
school --:.11S:H.S. /1.S. 7,-

_ .

9, years
, 13 years

17 years
Adult

,

-7.2 4.8
-11.8 5.2
'-8.4 - -' gra-- ___ _5;1, .7.

:9,1_

Definition., Me' diun percentage differences IletWeen the performance of age
groups, by parental education, and the national sample, on the achievement of
Science objectives in the-NationM Assessment of Education Progress. -,

,
..>

,
At another level, evidence exists which' shoWs that students who receive a

,higher quality and quantity of schooling also show higher earnings -on the
average than pqrsonsIvho experience poor quality 4nd fewer }ears of schooling,

:1Becker, .1964), It has long..been< obvious that persons with more schooling
receive higher earnings over tIteir.lifetimes but data also exist which suggest that
earnings are affected by not only the number of years an individual spends in

' schools but also what has been learn-e. as measured by achievement tests (Levin,
Guthrie, Klendorl'or and Stout. 1971). generally reld to this latter point is
the study -qf Bajema (1968). This, study looked at the relationship between

a\ schoolingandaccupational choice anti success. The findings of Bajema are that,
- "white intelligence (as measured by Intelligence tests) ,is associated with

occupational achievett0t,its effects operate wholly - within the school system;'
which sirriply mealis.,that unless intelfigence is Manifested in acquiring the skills
available in schools, it alone is not particularly useful_in.explainingliccupationals
.achievement. . ,,

In sum, 1 ep,,t e assertion that too many persons Leaye odreducationat.

system define the basic-academic skills required ftir adaptability--in today's
rapidly, changing society does 'have validity although the data available are
minimal. `I many instances, it is lecessary, to ,extrapolate fromc,drop-out.rates
And other indicators to reach such conclusions since 4ata.about the amount of
learning per se taking place less frequently appeati in the 4search literature. To
granOthe -validity a this assertion, hrever,'is not <to contend that the
acquisitidri of basic academic skills is independent of 'family values and
education or other social inffuence. [The reader might want to.turn to
5 for specific dita dealingcwith rrnority ansi_disadvantaged jitrsutis in relatiob to
Educationa-Nehievetpentl: -i

;' ', ; i ,A. .- t
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Contributions of Career Education

Since' there are clearly rising cognitive. requirements 'in the Aniencart
ocCupational_structure and evidence to suggest that some proportion of persons
(whether too many or not) continues td leave the educational system with
insufficient basic academic skills, career education would seem able io respond in
several ways. The first, perhaps. is to provide-a context i'n which students can
acquire basic academic skills in less abstract ways than seem now to be the norm..

I 4Tying such skill acquisition to concrete. problems in living would be one
alternative in this regard. Secondly, career education could give impetus to the
educatiorialsystems' recognition that basic ,academic skill requirements neces;
sary in today 's society' embrace more than reading. writing; and communication
and includepterpersonal skills and organizational understandings at a minimum.,
It also seetusimperative that career education be the vehicle to involve, parents in
the education of their children. The linkage between student acquisition of basic

_academic skills and parental 'characteristics is too strong to assume that schools
alone can ovegswee_it. Parents must be incorporated in the support system of
education if it is to serve effectively more persons than is now the case. Finally,
career education can contribute to the dilem'ina of basic academic skill
acquisition by acquainting both students and faculties* with the linkage between
basic aciemic skills and productive living. -

r .°

Condition 2 - : `..:

In a, society which has b_eerSiiie Iticras'inP.koncerned wait -1A9191ogical..
issues and self-identity it exOcied,:stfial...one of,the critic-ists%gf,
education would be Too ttuti students fail to sit° .11:e7iiitngful relations betweeit---'s.-..is,

_what they arc being asked to team in school and wtrakthey will du-when they
leave the educational system _The :sheer quantity of life and occupational
alternatives 'f0n) which a person. can choose in this society places a
psychological burden of decision-making upon the individual when such-
constraints as state-defined manpower quotas or caste restrictions do not prevail
to restrict choice. Similarly the philosophicacprinciples which underly national
valtles give impetus-and credibility to individual attempts to, find meaning and
purpose in this life. Since schooling is such a major part of the lives tof
adolescents and youth, it is to be expected that questions of the meaningfulness
of what is being lea ed, will arise and, in the present social turbulence, become
a crescendo', is tikcly that such questions have always been posed but 'rarely
valued as they are today.

.

The insis nt clamor by the mass 'media, some aspects of education and
religiottaind other stimuli kit each persciu to answer questions such as Who am I?
What I d,O want to give to life or get from it? causes theinOvidual to believe khat
one who is without answervii without purpose and a sense of self. 'During the
search for such answers persons frequently become alienated or place upon'

' education appelations like 'meaningless or irrelevint, if ii is not directed.,:z
specifically to these psychological requirements. ,
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Meaninglessness Among College- Students I r
-. :'

, ,
The question of the meaningfulness of education has problbly been, energized

most reOntlY by collegentudenis although the Matter is Leitainly not confine}
tbere. For example. Astir: -and Bisconti (1972rhave reported that -compared i9
1966 Oeshmen, fewer 4470 freshmen' found ttadition'al life objectie§;(as,
reflected in curriculum rlajdrs dealing with entrepreneurial. matvialMac,
altruistic or social aLhiVement goals) to be personally meaningful. ikeLent.
freshinen have became more inner- directed about their life styles and go4Isfil,
only.....set of. goals selected by increased Proportions of freshmen,reffccvd an.
inteiest in activities that satisfy oneself rather than activities that tar se

... . . . , frm..= Te4ogrimon from the larger society. / ' . ,,
Sandeen (1968) has reported in relation to themeaning of a bachelor's dcgree

thai.."Purely academic efforts seem, to/ increasing numbers oflastudents,largely
unrelated to the really important questions of life." Many, gudents, evidently ,:..

' have decided that, "if any meaning. is to`be found, itiust .15/e done apart from
ihe actual structure of/the,c0ege" ,._"" y7' ;'). 5,.

A%, -'
Lefkotfitz (1973), in conducting random iterviews with some,..3.09 sitidents..

from over 50,1eading colleges and utnyersitie in the Eak4rn`144.4ed,'gtatespaintli., ',.4... ,.

.that. "Over two-thirds of the students interviewed stated that,coile,eclucation. c ..., - - '
lai:LL7hat Was being present o. em, was not worth the &fort. n136,414,of the..,::,4,ea t tri '
students said their education Nyould be considered. fair, and 26 ,stati.d.lhat,th-py,..,,,_, .

felt they were ,gettring a good education." Crlisstol (1970) seems to sh-plAt.tbe.g , .

observations in his staterpent. l'We have .0 seen'inight youni'1411,seAl ....,
graduates rneye A' to our college .-.amikuke$ and.,_arteronly a relaiiv;:elkish(14...;
period, display a, feebler intellect, Ms's, 'cqiivated sensibility, and li,greater.'t.-, .

vulgarity of souilthan.fither God or th --ipa'teri141)equeatt to,thern." . sk.,i :,, . \
..,' -1.\..\ L*" \'...., - -L-, -,\ \

" i'. lyleanin,g1E*460..in Jiiglitchos4

,
,

With respect to the 1 ligh.schocd,2 h Ty r (1970) S,stated that., ". . Wk
eurrAntrY fail to edijtateLlkpipxtinately, on third of t e youth enrolled in
high 'Minot._ Thii g hot lir 41rliivrilyr,:to itis,in equacies of the students but . ,,,

'W the mappr9priateness p prqii-jii\'io. su y 'them With the. kind .9f. , . ,
)earrung rrquired. Viey are' coVnicented with be g independent adults
tgeltog Jobs, marry irlS, gaining statui, with their peer k414p,ingto.t.solve the./., .- t .

.' . int of the viorld_lThey percg4 4itN ttr no co e ion; lietwredn the,
. , . ..; err. ucational content; oT the:. $c;46451 and thqr ois'n coiteerN...4".,...1t as a rare ,

/4:. t
,hand

i i
5 thool tOday that helps, the'siptielit `dea,V_with the personai,,sq'0\al,l, eLo,nomic, ,

J4 -I 'I ,", -% N
mptal protilemq wnich confforlt, him, ., :jf the psyktologis kie correct.....,

.. ..- that youth are seeking al sound, basis fdr.,devAoP.ing adequate coping Behavior,
1

g I% .S. N, "' \,then the , schbols with diFil ccfreof; solid' subjects prepatittg Ikon\
1

' (pr mably).for liVes Pf, dishit4resied scholarship are basically irrelevant to,.. .`/".:ithent.D ,y111 ; t ii I ,..; :.f. ,..,
s.,7 . ..

',.. '-,
Thu, Tyler indicated ;lot th ?t llasic, cadernis skills are unimporia t iNt,

.1Or ''that the), are inguf6cio_n; and s :taughi., often unrelated -to, ills, \\N:
i . , ; ;, 4. .

; .., - -_Clyqlopmental . matters children are ,,copingt with..Matin (1971) ,speaks_to e.

'"
ev/ t ate one can expect a certain amount uf discontent about courses simply as

-1(--;-'-_-- tj. '.
..

. : I. ,. . , - ,., -

41 k., . ' ' ,..",: '.Zs';'::',0.14; I 'r, sls . '', (S . si ,11-
e:.:4'..:t.:Ast 14' : Si,s- 's \ \ t .",`. .
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' a function of the sparring between the y oung And .old. However. he contends

'' that: "Other complaints, invoking boredom andlr,onfusion ace more serious and
often go unspoken Why are we Autrying, this! Why Is it important:I Often we do
not treat thesPquestions,sertoolyi,enough pr we 'fail to, explain sufficiently our

tgnstvers. This adds to.the coOusion. The main complaint of twelve-and-thirteen
year,Ods is not,the irrelevatta of;their studies. it is tither:that the.y are stet let,

into the secret of the importance,of 'What we ask th-,outo study."'
In this connection. Latin-1441974) has argued: ,,,', _. - -,: "that educators traditionally have oriented ..l. u r tic u I tints around: the frag-
mented discipline-Oriented concepts of the nave of klowledge... with little
or n9 attempt to relate infonuition to the jibes of Addren. Information is
taught sipiply because it exists (p.,194 r. . If sch'ools are to be criticized.'
then, the charge should not be that they don't emphasize avadethic learning
enough., rather, the inpfe valid complaint should be that the programs that
exist in Most schools are so out,of balance with the total needs, of youth that
other aspects of cite chip's life are giverypnly ,token attentiPniif aie ignored
completely" (V2.00). , - ,

s,

.5
Pattie!! (197,k) has argue -hi Snmerpo3i ft2 ,the following manner
"CountIss'-stirdies, se chfproje6ts and co mmittee, inyesngations have.
pointed"titrf-to *naf -th'ar e `American high st.hOul has been Missing the(" ./

, - mark. ,fityc;,4 tr ,Ireclica ed to tile /Concept of universal education. a
"majoritfotfi-o ary scb ulssfillnote the fact that they are not _meeting

the 1,M tte t! of''at,lea,st. half the' students. Secondary ,school curricular
progra:os' it.", this cptfn6,, are gen'erally,,structured as ,,though everyone were

arin to attend -a, college. This has.. produced two serious.---"..,,; - z . .

1.- re,e cliciicesof many high school students arectill left to chance.

cons nces: ....- i-
: .,Studopf(leave high saool not only Unprepared to enter specialized

-c#eer training but also lacking The skills, knowledge and attitudes
/41ecessary toVegin earninga living.

2. T,o6 many §"tudeIltk are unable to profit greatly by what is offeredrn
the traditional high school program which fails to accommodate
iiidividuardifferences in rate of learning, Also, programs are not offered.
tai a context that has meaning-for students. As a result,students are

I a `goal -less and oftener leave high school' without developing those
competencies so vitally 'needed to begin 'functioning successfully as
citizens, neighb-orS, homemakers, parents and wage earners."

(#'
' Shcieniaker (1970 has c,oweryled that "at age 16 the problem which has
'greatest relevance to the young person is What is going to happert to me in the
adult vorld? This cluestion take's in great signiflt,ano if we realize that, for nuist
youth. high school is their last oppbrtuitity for a full-time educational program."
After examining ,s6md of Abe descriptions of high school indicators considered
related to relevance, he argues further: "It seems Sear' that there can be no
relevance in a eufriOluni unless it is related to student goals, and I submit that
tilt success of vocational education is due to the fact that it is goal-cetitereil
c';iti cation bawl upon the' student's choice of a goal."

. . ,
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Even in vocational education, however:Gordon has indicated that "It seems
evident that youth do not persist in job skill programs unless theprograms are.,
iglevant to the self perceived needs of youth,' nor do they continue in progranis
iflheir successful completion of the program does not result in a Job that is
worth the effort,required for-completing the program," (Gordon, undated).

Whether vocational education, is the issue or not, it-seems clear that there is a
perception that existing curriculums are not related to student needs and this
leads to a lack of meaning%Again, using Project Talent data. Flanagan (1973) has--
indicated that in 1960, 44.percent of the students surveyed rqorted that about.,
half the 'time or more often, "1 feel that I am taking courses that will not help
me much in an occupation after I leave scliool." Thevoniparable figure for 1970
was 45 percent. Similarly , 56 percent of the Id th-grade,students (61 percent of '
the girls, but only 51 percent of the boys) in 4he sample answered "well" or
"very well" to the question' "How' well do y our school courses meet. your
needs?" In a supplementary study involving an intensive case study of 400
students in a better- than average school system in the Northeastern section 'of
the country, the evaluators estimated tat the schools were meeting the
student's needs "nearly perfectly" for 25-percent of die students, "in most
respects" for 49 percent of the students," "well in some respects and poorly in
others" for 22.percent and. ither "fdriy unsatisfactorily" or "very poorly" for 4

, percent', (Flanag5n, 1966).

Perspectives on Meaning in Education

As Birkel (1972) has noted, in discussions considering the relevance or
meaningfulness of education, there frequently seems to be an unpliedi or
unquestioned assumption that the educator is the sole determiner of the events
or actions, which result in the curriculum being relevant or slot relevant: To the
degree. that such a perspective is translated into operation, it is generally not
'recognized that the teaching-learning process is a two-way process in-which both
teacher and learner play a vital role. Hutevex, as'Birkel reminds the reader, "the
responsibility for relevance does not rest alone on either the teacher of learner.
Instead. as is so often the gig in education, it originates in the tnteraotion
between_the two."

The interaction liktween learner and teacher necessary to relevance or
meaningfulness in education is essinttaily . what Luce and Volksdorf (1973)
identify as the need for shared reskonsibility . They report that while authority
in education preaches responsibility ;this term is usually defined as "conformity
to adult authority." In addition, they indicate that, we seem to have.made the
assumption that merely studying about democracy will somehow produce
appropriate attitudes and behavior" rather than presenting meaningful cbikes to
young people in or ter to foster mature and responsible behavior.

In a sense, %that these observations deal with are both the lack of response of
education to student needs and the nature of adolescence in America. Goodman
(1960) stated some years ago that. "It js haid to grow up in a society where
one's important, problems are treated Ss nun - existent.... If there is nothing
worthwhile it is hard to do any thing at all." In a social context such as
contemporary America when the economic and personal dependence of high

2
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scho61 and college students continue to be extended and where -mita of the
substance of their concern is abstract and thtioretical rather than-directlyted to
resolving the social problems tp which their attention is constantly directed.
subtle and direct affirmatiods'of one's powerlessness or meaninglessness can
fester, :Feelings of being futureless, powerless. depersonalized or brutalized all
reinforce a lacrOf meaningfidrless oPeducation in relation to the future. If one's
feelings is.that his future is in the hands ofothers whether one describes "them"
as the "Establishment" or the "Multiversity" or "fate ", then cognition and
Intellect are likely to giv- e way to feelings and experiencing as guides to behavior.
Such a condition supports the seeking of immediate. gratification rather than
'planning and deferring gratification present when rationality is the dominant
guide to behavior. in other words, it is not only a function of the meaningfulness
of education. but the degree to which one's feeling about life and its meaning
impinge upon. education.
-- One manifestation of the fusion of the conditions just described is that during
the period of the Vietpam tvar culminating in 1969, approxilnately 60 percent
of the high schools and a like number of junior high schools, widely distribthet1
geographically throughout America. lead undergone some forni-of protest,..

,(National School Public .Relations Association, 1969). Prior to that time.
activism, dissent, and tactics of confrontation among students were, except in.
isolated circumstances, confined to colleges and universities (Herr. 1972). There
are obviously 'many factors involved in this condition. One analysis suggests that
the forces precipitating disruptions can be divided into thrik of: (1) Student./
characteristics. (2) school related conditions. (3). the organiiatIonal,structure Of
the school, and (4) extra-school factors (Wit tes..1970).

Wittes.(1970), as a result of a penetrating study of power and crisis in
secondary schools, contends that ",student dissent in secondary schoOls over
race, curriculum, policy-making, dress codes and censorship seems related mithe
viewpoints of Many observers, to the world2.wide movement toward the right to
selfmanagement." More specifically, it isfmaintained that. "Regardless of their
social, ethnic, or social background, theft level on the school status hierarchy
many students in our schools are engagd in a common quest4--a search for
power. They seek to control their ogri live4 and to influence the behavior of
others to make their demands hearcCanrcOnte heard, implemented. Theyare
beginning to learn from recent- school.and societal experiences that powef.is not
conceded but must be deman'ded or tall.4'"(Wities. 1970, p. 3).

Other research findings suggest that when,Ilie.individual sees no relationship
between his own behavior and his rewards, tillssit-union gives rise to-feelings of
alienation from society (Warner and Hansen; 1969) and from eduation as a
major instrument of the society. The'more specific case of achievement
behaviors also appear to respond to notion of 'personal control of behavioral
outcome. Rotter speaks of the matter when Ile"says: ,

Where a reinforceinent is perceived by the subject as following some action of
his own but not being entirely ipontinvnt upon.his action, then,. in .our
culture, it is typically perceived as the result of luck, chance, fate, as under
the control of powerful. others, or as unpredictable because of the great
complexity of the-farces surrounding him. When the event is interpreted this
way Aby an individual, we have labeled this belief in external eantrq If the
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person perceives the event is contingent upon his own behavior or hiso own
relatively permanent characteristics, we have termed this a belief in the
internal control. (Rot ter, 1966).
With some theoretical forcing, one can extend the point of powerlessness and

its ramifications to the whole sector of life termed adolescence Because of
technological. economic, and educational characteristics in America, adolescents
have been in limbo. As indicated earlier, their y ears of schooling and
subsequent dependence have lengthened, their entry into the domain of "real
work," their potential for meampgcul participation in either the larger soLiety ur
their microcosm of it -the school-largely nullified as befits being essentially

nonpersons" or "marginal men" as those without power have been frequently
described.

Jacobs (1971) contends that confusion, boredom, and rage among students
result from expectations which schools even in affluent areas can not meet. She
contends that because these students attended small elementary Llasses.deVoted
to :`the whole child" and dedicated to making learning fun, they enter high
school expecting to be nurtured, valued, and entertained as they had been earlier
by teachers and by parents who have overinvested emotionally in their children.
What they find is an increasing emphasis On competitive advt'hntagt in those
intellectual pursuits presaging attendance at prestigious collegiate institutions.
Teachers and adrainistrators have. less time for personal contact with students
thap students feel. should be availalA. Parents want panaceas 1cj 'student
drinking, drug abuse, or promiscuity; a panaceas which kehool resources are

.,,unable to deliver. In frequent cases, everyone in the situation teacher. parent,
student, administratorifinds himself harried, confused, ambivalent.

Growing numbers of observers of activism ,or "ennui" in the secondary
schools are implying that a major reason underlying these situations is that
students themselves have changed in significant way s over the last, decade OT so.
Comprehensive data exists to support the contention, for example, that,
"Today 's youth are more highly developed physically and intellectually than any

v comparable group in,4our recorded history" (McDaniel, 1968). If educational
processes do not take such realities into account, it becomes understandable that
educational aspects which are obwlescent or out of sequence with student
development would cause withdrawal, attack, or confusion about the meaning-

\ fulness of it all.
Specificdata really do not exist about the number of persons who find or do

riot find meaningful relationships between what they take in school and What
`happens after they leave the educational system. However, the importani.ecof
.this matt6. can be extrapolated from vafious research studies. Johnson and
Johnson (1972) have reported on a follow up study of 75 percent of 1,191
students 3 years after they graduated from three high schools. Among the
questions asked were, "How well did high school prepare you for the job you
have how?" Approximately 45 Ori..ent of the students indicated they had good
prepaatlon, 19 percent thoughtelheir preparation was neither good nor poor,
and about 36 percent thought their preparation wag poor. It was alsb found that
3 years, after graduation over one-half of th,e employed graduates had jobs
relateg to their coupe of study in high school and that there was a &ect
relationship between jog satisfaction, high school preparation satisfaction. and
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whetl r or not an individua l's occupation was related to his course of study in
high school;'Gibbons and Lohnes (1968), in'examining the concept of' eadmess
for vocational planning as related to vocational maturity, have rep ted the
importance or a number of factors which can be related to underst ding and
acting upon the meaning of what one is learning and its relation1,10 to the
future. Their research is identified eight variabls,, which in cotibination
correlate to a high degree' with readiness for vocationOplanning at 8t1ily4de and
beyond and in relationship to the maturity or realism of post:secondary
outcomes. Among such variables are:

Variable LFactors in Curriculum Choice. Awareness of relEvant factors,
including one's abilities, interests -and 'clues and their relationfib curriculum
choice; curriculums choice to occupational choice.

Variable II. actors in Ciccupational Choice. Awareness of relevant factors,
including abilifres, interests, values, educational requirements for choice;accuracy o escription of occupation.

Variable I.Interests. Awareness of interests and their relation to occupa-
tional choices.

Variable VII.Values. Awareness ofvalues and their relation to occupational
choke.

As a function of the longitudinal Career Pattern Study, Super, Starishevsky,
Matlih, and JOrdaan (1963) have indicated that among the 12 behaviors andattitude's which underlie or foster the specification of a vocational preference in
adolescence arsAncluded-:.

1. Use of resources. Principally. a set of instrumental behaviors by which one
copes with exploration whether it is focused on self-understanding or
occupational description; this element is present in relationship to a large
number of persons 'or objecls: Parents, counselors, teachers, materials,
part-time jobs.

2. Awareness of factors, to cAsider in formulating a vocational prefer- "
ence.This involves knowledge QC, the ,pOssible bases for preference
whether intellectual requirements, relationship between interests and
4ppropriate outlets, need for alternatives, or aveilabilitykof outlets for

4 different self- Characteristics, i.e. security and prestige.
3. Differentiation of interests and values.This element is the ability of the

individual to differentiate the personally important from the unimportant
and to concentrate attention on certain objectives and activities rather .
than others as a ba is for decision making and for action.

4, 'Awareness of prese -future relationships.This factor is concerned with
corning to terms with interrelationship between present activities and
intermediate or ultimate vocational activities, for exatnple, ur)di erstanding
educational avenues and their requirements as these provick access to
different fields or levels of occupati al activity..

5. Planning for the preferred occupation.The focus here is on decisions as
to what to do and how to dO it. As Super and Overstreet demonstrated in
their work in 1960, specificity both of planning and of information are
measurable characteristics of vocational maturity in early adolescence.
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' Additional, studies by Super hate found that l+ocational maturity factors
common at both the 9th and 12th grades included the availability and use of
occ4,tional information (educational. psychological, and economic) as well as
planning, independence, crystallization of interest, and specification and
implementation of, preferences (Super. 1969). Indeed, lie has found, that the
educational and occupational levels attained by age 25 are significantly, related
to information about training and education, occupational information, planning
and interest maturity inthe 9th and in the 12th grades.

According to the research of Super and of Gibbons and 'Lohnes students'need
a "'comprehensne body of information which links what they are doing
educaTittnally at particular points in time to future options they will have in
both education and work. They need to know what curriculums will be available
to them, whatokfactoq distinguish one curriculum from another, what conipo-
nenks make u0separate curricular pathways, what person,;ITactors are relevant
to succe4s in different curriculums, and lioA the various curriculums are linked
to different field and level responsibihties in the occupational world (Herr and
Cramer, 1972, p. 117).

_In sum, the validity" of the assertion that too many students fail to see
meaningful relations between what they are being asked to learn and what they
do when they leave the educativnal system rests. upon subjective grounds. While
it has been stated that little "hard data" exists to verify how much learning
actually takes place in school, a similar lack of,4,ard data exists to indicate the
magnitude off'' those Who find little meaning in cho-ol. Yet, if one extapolates
from, th,e,drop--out r4le from, fhe high school or from the college. large numbers
must exp4rience suich a Condition. As indicated previously ,, not all drop-outs
leave School because they lack the necessary intellectual requisites to cope with
the Minimal academic demands confronting theni. Indeed it may be said that
fokiterminate their affiliation with school for this reason alone. It is more,Ithely
that the largest 'number do so ,because the school fails to relate to their nerds
however clearly these needs are known.

In the absence of hard data, there is a significant amount of iinpressionisue-
data that school in general are irrelevanj,' and thus lack meaning to many ,

, .
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they do not address studt3nt needs, the personal questions with
coping, or the reasons for learning what one is exposed to.
f research, however, would say that this kind of experiencing,
Present in most schools, is necessaQ tp the attainment of
'ty,,achievenient, and coming to terms with the self. As such,
an obligation to pravidet.

ributions of Career Education

rent perspectives on educational meaningfulness, it would
er education could enhance such .a condition by facilitating

making and by helping students ubderstand to what the
studying is related among future alternatives.
tance, career edePtion could serve as a vehicle to increase the

ailable to students to select their educational options in line
ng interests or goals. Currently. students appear to be reacting ,
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4 negatively to having imposed upon thein fairly rigid lFarning patterns in which
They have little choice. Similar t; the educational dhOices available to students
tend not to embrace a very large portion of he spectrum of human talents or
learning styles which might be addressed. -In the latter instance, career4ducation
could well,serve as a stimulus to a broader educational view of human talents
and dema'nds for theseatin the larger society. While serving in such capacities,
career education' might also, assist student's to understand more clearly the
relationship between 'different kinds of school learning and the,opportunities for
their Spplictitickn in occupational and educationahroles likely to be available in
the !inure. It seems obvious that the "so what" question which many students
raise about much of their learning can be answered and indeed, as the research
of, Super and Gibbons and Lohnes among others has. shown, needs to be
answered if students 4e to develop effective bases for planping or cotping to
terms with purposeful behavior.,

Condition 3

Oo

Questions about the meaningfulness of education are related to criticism's of
the college orientation of the American public school system-Which have been
frequent and wide ranging The' third condition for educational reform idefinfied
earlier is of that character' American Education, as currently structured, best
Meets the educational needs, of the minority of persons who will soineday
becbtne college graduates. It has not given equal 'emphasis to meeting the
educational needs of that vast majority of students who will never be college
graduates.

The National Advisory-Council on Vocational Education, in their fitst,anitual
' /1-eport to Conif k, stilted that social unrest, violence and the unemployment of

yOuth have the' ots in inadequate or irrelevant education. In particular
Council indicate the 'heart of the problem lies with a national attitude
manifested in' far *ore investment in universities and colleges than in support of
training for those whose initial preparation for the world, of work precedes high
school gradlialion. The Council further agreed that academic education, aimed at

a preparing students for 4:year colleges and universities, has pr4lominated in our -
public education system and that high schools have emphasized preparation for
college at the expense of preparation for employment. '

Among the statistic; typically cited to support the 'above assertions are the
facts that "Today, lesk than 20 percent of the secondary population receive .

some kind of specific ckaupational training while 80 percent of Our" youth do
not graduate from college" (Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical -Education, 1971, p. 3). 4 related, but slightly earlier study, indicated that for
every 10 pupils in the fifth,grade in 1957-58, 9.4 entered the ninth grade in
1961.62; 8.1 entered the eleventh grade in 1963 64; 7.1 graduated from high
school in 1965;3.8 were expected to enter college in the fall of 1965,1.9 would
likely earn baccalaureate degrees in 1969 and approximately .30 percent of
American children would leave `education 'before high school graduation (Grant,
1965). Another variation on this theme is that of ttiose students currently in 2 .high school, only 3 out of 10\ will go on to academic college .level 'work. :...;
One-third of' those will drop' Dui Before getting a baccaleurate degree. That
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means that 8 out ,of 10 present high school ,students. should be getting
occupational training of some sort. But only about 2 of those 8 stRidentsare, in
fact, getting such training (Marland, 1971).

The statistics cited are typically tied to 'such estimates as only 7 percent of
the work force hold jobs dependent upon college and university education
(Robb, 1969) or to Department of Labor projections that by the end of the
decade four out of every five jobs will not require a 4-year degree. HoweVer, as
Ottina points out (1973), "what often gets lost is the:other' half of this
projection-that most of these jobs will require training .beyond high school. In
other words, the new technologies and service industries have created a new
middle ground of job opportunities that call for 1 or 2 years of training beyond
hjgh school, but do not, require a 4-year college degree. Blue-collar jobs as we
have known%them m the past are fast disappearing."

Kosaler and Parker (1974) talk about Ottina's middle ground asconsisting
of technical education. They indicate:. .

"In an effective national work force for the 1970's, from 15 percfnt to 25
percent of the individuals would be managerial and professional personnel,
with usually !led four years or more of higher education. Another 30 percent
to 40 percent pould be oductively employed as craftsmen, laborers and the
like, in positionk re,crti 6,mentary or secondary education and
some vocational vtrajai aining positions. would be filled by
technicians and'compa le spt cralists who would constitute from 35 percent
to 55 percent of an effective work force..,

Further, of the 9,204*,000 students enrolled in higher eduation ddring,1972,
only 2,107,000 Were in occupational programs recognized by the U.S. Office
of Education at the technical education level. Although one to three million
should be added to each of these gstinswes to account for the private and
proprietory schools preparing -technicians and paraprofessional at the post-
secondary level, there still were about

were
as many students in liberal arts

and professional programs as there were in,tcellnical, education. Thus the total
,number of persons in technical education piograms fall far short orthe
qua tity needed if our economy is to function at maximum effectiveness.

arch of 1971, 33.0 percent of the civilian work forq over 18 years of age
had less than a secondary educatiori,while y9.4 percent had only a high
school` diploma. An additional 13.8 percent had one to three years of college
education and the final 13.6 percent had a bachelors degree."

"Speaking to the whole of vocationaloeduca tion from a supply/demand
perspective, Adams (1970) has contended that," by 1975, 14 million persons
should be receiving some sort of vocational-technical education. In 1968,
however, only 3.8 million were getting such training in the secondary
schools. ,..;;00-.
The observations. of Ottina, Koscher and Parker, and Adams are consistent

with those of Drucker cited in Condition 1. Each reflects the importance of
I basic academic skills in work but neither advOcates 4 years of college as the

mode of level of preparation necessary to insure such outcomes among students
Indeed, one might speculate that Ottina and Drucker could support the
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observations of Ralph Tyler (1970) before the Sub-committee pn .ducation of
the House of Representatives. Among his observations WCFC the follving.

"The schools °are steeped in the academic traditions Which emphasize
scholarship, not effectiveness in performing one's roles....

Although presumably dedic ted to the education of all children,and youth,
the instructional programs wi n the system are related specifically to the
needs of the \academically able students, and little deviation is provided for

.
fitti needs of nonacademic students. Basically, the same requirements and
expectitions exist for all students regardless of whether their I.Q.'s are above
149 or less than 90. Remedial and corrective work is frequently provided for
students who are not able to make the grade academically but the purpose oft.
this work is not to develop a curriculum uniquely suited to their needs, btit
rather to help them develop, power to cope with the academic subject matter.
Because of the standardization of the curriculuni students are frequently
forced into subjects that require a degree of conceptual ability far beyond
their level ()Lability.
Tyler's obselvations receive at least partial theoretical support from the work

of Kohlberg and Gilligan (1971). Speaking to the adolescent shifts in morality
and reasoning between conventional and post-conventional worlds, they have
suggested that the educational embodiment of this shift has been a different one
that of a two-track educational system dividing adolescents into two groups, an
elite capable of abstract thought and hence of profiting from a liberal education
and the masses whO areAnot (p. 1081).

Kohlberg and Gillien further contend that. "the aristocratic tracking system
just described rested on the assumption that the capacity for abstract thought
is all or none, thal it appears at a fired age, and that it is hereditarily limited
to an elite group in the Kipulation. The, evidence on formal operational
thought does not support these assumptions. Clearly the new curricula ("new
math," "new science," "new social studies") assumed formal-operational
thoughfrather than attempting to develoit. (p. 1082) ,

When stage development is 'taken seriously by educators as an aim, real
development change can occur through education. According to Dewey,
education was the stimulation of development through stages by providing
opportuhities for active thought and active organization of experience. As
Dewey stated: "Education is precisely the work of supplying the conditions
which will enable the psychical functions, as they successively arise, to
mature andpass into higher functions in the freest and fullest manner. This
result can be secured only by a knowledge of the process of development,
,that'is only by a knowledge of "psychology."
Kohlberg and Gilligan also assert that besides a clear focus on development,

an aspect of Dewey's educational thought which needs revival is that, school
experiences must be and represent real experience in stimulating development.
American education in the 20th century was shaped by the victory of Thorndike
over Dewey. Achievement' rather than development has been its aim. But now
the achieving society, the achieving individual and even the achievement tests are
seriously questioned by adults and adolescents alike. If development rather than
achievement is to be the aim of education, such development must be
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meaningful or real to the adolescent himself. In this sense education must be'
sensed by the adoscent as aiding him in ills search for identity, and it must fieal
with life. Neither a concern with self or with life are concerns opposed to
intellectuality or intellectual development. The opposition of "intellect" and
"life" is itself a reflection of the two-track system in which a Idrigrpenod of
academic education provided a moratorium for leisurely self-crystallization of an
adult role identity by the elite while the masses were to'acquire an early adult
vocational identity, either`through going to work or through commitment io a
vocation in a vocational high school.

Wall ('1972) observes that the Morrill Land Grant Act in .1862 was directed at'
the same conditions in higher -education which now plague elementary and
secondary education. A century ago, he contends, `.higher education was strictly
traditional and classical. It had no relation to the resources of the country or to
the occupations and objectives of the great masses of people. Yet, it was securely
entrenched in both public and private support, all classes contributing to its
maintenance." In his view the Morrill Act of 18(12, establishing an alternative to
academic education and creating a college' system of vocational' and technical
education, freed more people in America than the Emancipation Proclamation.
fie argues that public education is geared to the needs and desires of minority,
the third who enter college rattier than the masses needing vocational and
technical education.

Lathrc;p (1974) has contended that "within the ninth, tenth and eleventh and
twelfth years Of schooling there is a clear trend toward compartmentalizing or
tracking of students. Secondary schoolt attempt to identify early the some 40 or
50' percent who are expected to enter colleige and place them in an "academic"
program The remaining students are placed in the "general" program and, if
they so indicate, may be further identified as "vocational students." In many
large 'communities the separation of academic, general, and vocational students
may be so complete as to enroll them in different schools" (p. 183). He
continues with a citing of statistics pertinent to these entering post secondary
education:

Of the one-third to one-half of the high school graduates about 20 percent
will enter two-year institutions (junior colleges, community colleges, etc.) and
the remaining 8,0 percent will enter four-year colleges, universities, seminaries,
or technological institutes. Of the 20 percent-who enter two-year institutions,
about 3 out of 4 will take courses leading to baccalaureate credit and only
one out of four will complete 1p associate degree or other terminal program.
Virtually all of the four year sMdents are enrolled in bachelor's degree or
preprofessional programs. Approximately one-half of those who enter college
will complete a four-year program leading to a bachelor's degree. Approxi-
mately, one-fourth of tilt bachelor's degree recipients will complete a
master's degree, and about one out of seven master's degrees will eventually
earn the doctor of philosophy degree (or other advanced professional degree)
(p. 185).
In a different context and a somewhat earlier time, Lathrop (1968) observed

the following:
Apparently Society haSn'taken the position that the youth who chooses not to
(a is unable to) profit from an academic high school program forfeits his
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rights to any publicly suppOrted education and must shift thereafter for
himself ... We hare, in this society, built up the myth that we ate only
responsible for providing one type of education, general education) which
should be appropriate for all youth and that anyone who fails to profit from
this social bequest is henceforth outcast economically and socially. Although
many of us would deny this point'of view, if confronted with it directly, the
fact remains that we have moved exceedingly slowly in providing alternatives
whereby youth who, for one reason or another, do not find it possible to
continue in the traditional acadanic mold can obtain further instructional
training through alternative eduCational arrangements."
Drucker (1972) has made similar ob'Servatiqns about the schools when he

says:

The schools see themselves as they once were. a fleeting not very important
experience for the great majority, a vocational preparation for the learned
professions for a small minority. The curriculum focuses on a small narrow
sectorthe purely verbal ...Today's school is still the school of the scribes.
We are beset by verbal arrogance; contemptuous of whatever is not reading,
writing or arithmetic, and yet one look should show us a world in which
verG.1' skills are not the only productive ones..They are necessarily a'
foundation... tork's school dismisses three quarters of human endowments
as irreleVant."

-
=

iThe assertiolis thus -far stated, that there are insufficient vocational training
opportunities, are suppOrfed by the observations of Hoyt et al (1972):

Today 56 percent. are prepared for college, but only 20 percent get a
baChelor's degree. Around the time of World War 1 a limited amount of
vocational training began to be included in the school. This has gradually

"increased in breadth, but at no time has there beetl room for more than 25
percent of itie students, The third addition to the highs school was the general
curriculum. Having no real goals, it enrolls about 25 percent of the high
school graduates, but it also produces, according to limited evidence, 70
percent of the high school dtopouts (Combs and Codey 1970), 88 percent of
the Manpower Development and Training Act trainees (Pucel, 1968), and
over 78 percent of he inmates of cortectionaltuliOns (Galfoway, 1971).This lack of vocational training oppbrtunities may be related to the

ambivalence in outcomes attained by graduates of such -training. 1-1u, Lee,Strornsdorfer, and Kaufman (1969) compared the labor market performance of
graduates of vocational curriculums to the labor market performance of
non-college attending graduates of non - vocational curriculums, particularly the
academic curriculum. The influence on lab market performance of sociodemo-
graphic variables such as seg-,,,rase, itneffience quotient, mariNs statA, andsocioeconomic status was investigated througii regression analysis. The findingsindicate that over a 6-year period following graduation, given both sets ofgraduate with the same soCiodemographic background, vocational graduates
earned 53,456 More than gradttates-ofithe nonvocational curriculum specifically
the academic curriculum Nonvocational-technical graduates earned less than
vocational - technical graduates during the first year after graduation but by the6th year following graduation, the differences in earnings between curriculumswas slight.
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In the same study, employment -and earnings benefits of4ropouts. from both
the vocational and thcojinvoLational cuntulums-were mea§nd.from the time
when they would 'have f;raduated. Over' the 6-year period,Tch-opoUts from the
vocational cusVcitlums Ore employed 11.6 months more,lliOn dropouts from
the nonvocational --umerilums. Interviews. with employ ers also indicated that
on -the job learning for employees from vocational-technical curricula was an
average pf 12 to 64 weeks shorter than for other employ ees and that vocational
graduates received a higher wage rate while training on the job.

In the first nation-wide study of the post-graduate employ ment expenence of
male graduates of trade and industry vocational courses, Eninger (1965) reported
that the majonty of vocational course graduates do not, for their first job, enter
the trade for which they trained in high scho61 nor do many, tend to enter the
trade in later ears. Similarly, research at the University of WiSconsin, based on a
national sample of 19f6 vocational graduates,-showed that just over half of the
high school ,graduates tool( first jobs that were ,completely different or only
slightly related4o their field of training. The relationship betWeen training and
fast job varied'considerably among vocational program's. Health studies had the
highest proportions of graduates in training related jobs and agriculture the
lowest:This study concluded that "the particular program area was of little
significance in the student's post graduation employment and eamings.. .The
findings support the view that general training in vocational skills is to be
preferred to specific training, that clusters of job'skills in vocational training are

. to be preferred, to simple.job (Ruebens, 1974). I
a

In their sainple of 642 workers (from Columbus, New Orleans, and Omaha)
Garbln, Salomone, Jackson, and Ballweg found that approximately one-half (46
percent) of the sample participated in an academic or college oriented course of

. study, more than one-third (38 percent) in a general Course and a very small
.percent,(14.2) majored in a vocational program...Far both white collar levels
,and.the skilled blue collar group, from one-half to two-thirds of their
members participated in an academic. program. Approximately one-half of the
blue,collar loW inferviewees had majored in a general program of stay while in
high school....In gum, high.schOol program and job category are significantly
related'. White collar workers have vocational.pteparatiqn on the high school'
level less frequently than do blue collar workers. Blue collar higtis have fewer
"general" students and more acadeinic and d-vocational students than do blue
collar lows...General and a lc 'high school preparation was considered

-c
more useful in white collar than e collar jobs.

Ruebens (1974) has contende that the most common finding of existing
stuclie§-of vocational education is that vocational graduates obtain their first jobs
more quickly and, subsequently, experience fefver and briefer spells of
Unemployment than others with a high school eAucation. But the evidence is by.tno means conclusive. . . .

gVans,...(b9/3)__hasThuggestecl that it is not only A matter of insufficient
vocational training opportunities, but the unevenness :.of such, oppdrtunities
across occupqtiqns. HeAtates: 4

t The existing situation'jg that the formal education structure pr9vides
extensive preparation, fpr work ,in cerWn occupations and little or none in
most occupations, Sbciety provides Kgreat deal of moral and fmancial
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support for university graduate schools. Each program in these schools has as

a central focus the preparation of people for work. Graduate school is the
capstone of education for vocations in many of the, academic and professional
disciplines...Similarly a high proportion of students in four-year colleges are ,
enjoyed in programs which prepare them for work as journalists, teachers,
nurses. engineers, farm Managers, etc. For all of these students there is
substantial tax support...Far fewer opportunities are available for prepara-
tion for work in occupations requiring less than a four -year college degree for
entrance..."
Indeed, JLobs (1973) has reported that the Federal Government invests S14

in the nation's universities for every SI it spends on vocational education
programs and S4 in remedial Manpower programs for every SI it invests in
preventiye manpower programs.

Schaefer (1971) contends that by any standard, the student who prepares for
higher education is favored over the student who prepares for work. He observes '
that in the occupational area particularly, time and circumstances have
combined to proauce serious gaps between the needs of students and the services
provided by their schobls (p. 119).

Ciavarella (1972) has argued that such thinking alSO pervades the thinking of
the student. Ile states:

"The student realizes that if is far more prestigious for him to say, 'I'm taking
vocational Therefore, _ the student is more inclined to select a

curriculum on the basis of its social-status worth, regardless of its educational
or vocational appropriateness gu him."°

A somewhat different but related issue is, if the K-I 2 school system is college
oriented, is it preparing students appropriately for college? Again, statistics
suggest not. Among the most stable of statistics is the college drop-out rate. Wise
(1965, p. 12) has reported that across the nation as -few as three out of (lye
Students stay continuously to college graduation. Carlson and er (1965)
report that 50 to 60 percent of those students who enter 4.1year co e ree
programs fail to complete them within 4 years and at the institution of o

1:. registration. Herr and Cramer (1968t p. 99f), after examining considerable ..,
research about persistence in college, reported that persistence amkattrition,are

` related to curricular objectives. if the objectives are unclear to students, college
courses §eern to be series of objectives to surmount in order ,to get a degree.
Further, the dropout is not necessarily one whoats intelligence but is typically

',re likely than,persisters to suffer shallowness f motivation, lack of adequate
work habits, immaturity in attitudes, outlook, and application. While the years
of school which precede college cannot be expected to overcome all the
,deficiencies the students who drop out possess, it is true that one might expect
students to arrive at college with the understanding that college is not an end in
itself but an irltorrnediate vocation or career decision, with adequate work
habits, and with more than a superfici I grasp of basic academic skill. .

The assertion that high schools ar too much of a college oriented bent, is
also reflected in criticisms of counselors' affect. A frequent observation is
exemplifVd by Shapir; and Asher (1972) who state that. High school counseluo
are characterized as spending a majority of their time counseling students from
high socioeconomic families about their college plans. It was found in a national

1.
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study (Purdue Opinion Poll,,i 968) that students from a high income family were
ity hive seen. a counsilot several times. This Was not found to be true,./ dwever, of stadints from lower income families. They report also the findings

/ ',t of Betz,, Enkje, and Mallinson (1969) that "when noncollegebound students
were asked who most influerked thern,in making future educational and voca

,

tiunal tiet.isions 34 pen.ent indizated tlit their own experiences had influenced
thenc, 29 percent mentioned their parents, J3 percent indicated their peers, 10
percent mentioned their teachers, and only 7pekent indicated their counselors
to )e influential ".Similar data ace reported by Kaufman (1967) who found that
academic students were more likely to receive guidance than vocational students.
Only one-half of vocational students compared with three-fourths of academic
students recalled discussing the selection their courses with a counselor.
Actual discussion of job plans:was even less frequent, with one-fifth of the
vocational and one -third 4$4.1nic stu4nts receiving assistance.

In support of such fi,ndings Pans (19.68) reported in a study of the vocational1,
guidailLe now provided to noh...ollege bound ituilents in 72 east Tennessee junior
and senior high schools that urily 7 percent offered occupation units,gear,ed to,

`.)
the needs of, nopCollege bound students. In 1968, Campbell reported tflE,)esults
of a national survey of vocational guidance in secondary education amorig,353 .. ,4/schools repr renting urbanlicomprehensiye, rural comprehensive, urbangener
acad9finc,/ Ira! general academic, urban vocational, and area vocational -te

'''711fc.4. Anii,p(ig the selected findings of this survey were: ' f.' L ..
.. -

1. 1.4arning about the world of work and study habits counseling Were letist
A-equently cheLled as available and most frequently checked-asieedirEt..., . ,

students.. I . !-- '4' .- ....:....ie..Although 8-1 percent of The students indicated that they_had anon ...II ,.... .

nity to read publications about occupations, ,3,5 percent of them chec __,'",.. 4 .....'.,....-...,-4.
that the kind of job infomiation,they wanted and needed was not readily Pr.- ,,
mailable in their school. Six-ty.-thiee percent of the rural comprehensive !,,,--
and 9 percent of the rural gneral academic students indicated that they
had not had the opportunity to read occupational information, compared

.... ..
to 19 pereent.for the fourother types of schools. ,

In sum, then, the.data and perspectives available tend to copfirm the fact that
AmenLan public schools have a college-orientation program. More important,
perhaps, is the fact that this orientation tends to crowd out educational
responses to needs of large numbers of students whose aptitudes and goals do
not include college as a valued outcome. In one sense, the level of abstraction of
many of the courses offered in,the public st.hoo,1 context are seen as unrelated to
either the learning styles, intellectual capability -okonentation, or career Interests
of themajorrty of students. In another sense, th&lnyestment of the educational
dollar is ieeh---as too much focitsgd on colleges and universities rather than
vocational and technical education. , -

.:-:...-..' ,--" ,
Potential Cgritribiltion of.CareerEducation

. .

0,-. .. t -..

...-t,
Career Eaucation, by detiiitia',,ret.presents a set of educational ideas of which

vocational-techni41 education is i V,,tied part. To manifst theoutconies which
career educadon,represents e.g: opAtunitieas 'for individuarc,hoice, opp.ortu-

v

'Mies for a fir'oad,spectruni of human talent, to be," valued:resibilskveness to the
i

.
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dynamics of the occupational structurerequires a onsiderable loosening of the
boundaries within which current educational programs are mounted. Thus,
career education can he a stimulus to reorganization of educational pnorities and
programinatic responses:It can also provide the context in which individual
learning styles and developmental characteristics be.ome major ingkedients of
educational planning. Abstractions in subject matter can be diminished without
losing the viability of the reason for teaching Lertam7materialcareer education
represents a collection of ideas and purposes around whia such a condition can
be effectively conceived and purposes for learning for reasons other than college
attendanCe can be legitimized.

Condition 4 A

The foult 'condition cited is a composite one. Too manyfper7sons leave our
edualtio system at both the secondan and collegiate levelptzetiuipped witlr--thesvo nal skills, the self underitanding and career dectsion-maingskills. or
the desire to work that are essential for making, a sitc..4sful transition from
school to work- Since there are really three issues incorporated they will be dealt
with separately:
A. Vocational Skills. There are a number of markers which indicate that

adolescents, whether high school or college products, dropouts or persisters,
are inadequately prepared to make an effective transition from school to
work. While itis hard to know what,part a lack of vocational skills plays in
such an outcome. there is evidence that such a condition exists. Maier t1965)
has shown that in comparison to older workers, youth have higher accident
rates and higher turnover. The U.S. Department of Labor (1968) has
reported that the ratio of teenage unemployment to overall unemployment
has risen sharply since 1157 and is now more than three time the overall
rate of unemployment.
Eggeman, Campbell, and Garbin (1969) queried a national sample of 763

Youth Opportimity Center counselors from 48 of 50 States about the major
problems faced by youth in the transition from school to work. Eighty-six
percent (686) of the counselors indicated that the major problem was job
pieparatioh. This included inadequate training, inadequate job skills, lack of
information about work and training opportunities, lack of knowledge of real
demands cf-workemployer expectations, lack of education requirements, and;" lack of prior v.irsk experiences. Slightly more than 71 percent of the counselors
-tOicAted a third ranked category of worker adjustment as vocational-behavior.
keluded were such ernphases as poor work habits (absenteeism, tardiness, etc.),

.-all out forms and handle interviews. inability to accept supervision,
inabilifilo4i along with fellow workers or to cope with real demands of work,
poor attituliesf work, etc.

According. tdc,Levitan, Marigum, and Marshall (1972) employability is a
function of l'.,v)rtcrs: preparedness for work, as well as employers' needs and

prejudices (p. 36) \
"UnemploymeriTviries'vvith educational attainment, and this difference tends
to be reflected iii rates of unernployment by occupation. 'Professional and
technical workersmany are coll.,ge graduateshave averaged 2 percent or

.
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less unemployment in any year since occupational unemployment rates were:
first regularly measured in 1958. )The rate for laborers many of whom did
not complete high school .has rr..vet averaged less than 6.5 percent and has
been as high as 15 0 percent.. _Obviously . Inadequate preparation consigns a
worker to the end of the unemploy nient queue and the top of the layoff list.,
The program implications are clear Improved education and training can
increase the supply of relatively skilled corkers and rescue some of the
unskillcd tron, the cycle of recurnng unemployment and underemployment"
(p. 371
The need for rising levels of education and training. v.he'trier or nut descnbed

as yielding cocational skills. has been exacerbated by changes in the occupational
structure. The proportion of jobs m the lessskilled. laborer. operative. and
farming occupations has dropped substantially stifle the late 19.40's from over 4
of every 10 Jobs to less Jhan 3 in 10 by 1969. At the same time, the'more
demanding white-collar positions have risen to nearly 5 in 10 from 3 1 2 in 10.
However. this does nut necessanly mean that youth employ ment opportunities
have beer, adversely affected. because edu,ation has kept pace with the increased
demand for higher skills.

Since '1940. the proportion of workers with high school diplornas.has doubted
and the proportion with college degrees has tripled. the median school 2. eats
completed has risen from 9.1 ;ears to 12.3 (Levitan. Mangum. 8. Marshall. 1972.
p. 611 These phenomena led olfoein 1968) to state that-

Any oge-v.ho does not measure up eduCationally is going to be at an
increasing disadvantage in the competition for employment under this
double-barreled challenge. the quahtattte dimension represented by the
Increasing complexity of jobs under the impulsion of advancing technology
and the quantatttt dimension of the increasing numbers and proportions of
workers who do hay% the requisite educational background (p. 97).
Relaied to these pomtkis the fact that in 1964 Folger and "Nam uidicated that

-between 1940 and 1960 about 55 percent of the rise in educational attainment
.may be attributed to increased educational levels within occupations, and only
about 15 percent to shifts m the occupational structure from occupations
requiring less education to Occupations requiring more.' However. Gannicott.
ana, Blaug (1973) have pointed out that Oiere are two equally plausible
hypotheses to explain this data. One explanation is that the generally rising
de Id for better educated workers reflects the ercwig requirements for
specific skills. tat is, to say. changing productive processes require a shift in the
edirciation associated with occupation....The other equally plausible
hypothesis is that the rising educ?tional level of the labor force may be quite
,unrelated to the production requirements of the economy. being related instead
to a subtle change in the educational standard of living of the population"
(p.59). This latter.intcrpretation. of course. suggests that when we observe using
vocational skill requirements or. indeed. higher educational requirements of any
kind, this is not necessanly a demand-inspired shift in he occupational
distnbution but instead a relative upgra,ding of skill requ'irtnrents by employers
because of a supply-inspired rise in educational attainments (p 60).

To continue with the point of supply demand considerations Levitan et al
point out that it is interesting to note that education had little relevance to
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eniployment for mist of the labor force until after World War H. As a function
of the demand for technical and craft skills in war production and the demands
of maintaining and . administering massive and complex military operations,
formal education became ued to employment requirements. The GI Bill of
Rights and the nsing requirements of technical achievement in the 150's and
1960's have continued to spur such relationships between education and work.

\ However, n is now very difficult to searate the available supply of educated
workers (if y ou accept a high school diploma or college degree as evidence of
such status) from the actual job demands for such edUcation. For example, 38
percent of laborers had high school education or better in 1970 as compared
with 16 percent in 1952 (Levitan. Mangum, Marshall. 1972. p 95). Does the
content of a laboring job now require this level of education or do employers
hire those with more education hecause they are available and because they
assume that those of more education will also be more productive and
promotable" Thus. nsing educational levels seem to be spurious indicators of the.
availability of persons with or without vocational skills but they indicate hat
pressure for their avaiLabilit in the labor supply will continue.

Another frequently cited indicator that youth are unprepared with vocational
skills. but by no means an unequivocal one. is the unemployment rate. For
example. as noted previously the ratio of teena* unemployment to overall
unemployment has risen sharply since 1957 and ii..4igh.t5 more than three times
the overall rate Although it will be more full) treated in the final setuon of this
paper: it is also necessary to note that unemployment is not distributed evenly
among youth Non-white youth, poorly edwiated youth. and youth with a lower
socio-economic class background all expertace higher rates of unemployment in
general (US. Department of Labor. 1968).

Another way of viewing these phenomena is found to the fact that"
unemployment among teenagers exceeded 12 percent for every year of the r
1960's. In 1960 teenagers seeking work showed an unemployment rate of
3.3 times that of the 25 and over age group. By 1964. the rate had risen to4.3
and by 1970. to 5 5. The overall joblessness rate among the 16-19 age group in

- 1971 was just under 17 percent, a rise of more than 4.5 percent from 1969 (U.S., -----
Department of Labor, 1972). In 1972-73. overall unemployment among school
dropouts was Ovev 23 percent. the rate for non-white was about one-fourth
higher.

As 'Miller (1973) has obsed, the fact that joblessness among young people
has increased although school dropout rates continue to:fall, demonstrates that
the relationship between education and employment isnot a simple one. This
observation is supported by Mariann contention (1971) that by 1975 the
unskilled are expected totaccount for less than 5 percent of the labor force or
something in the neitAlforhood of 4.5 million jobs. "Yet Bureau of Labor
Statistics projections,iiaditate that we ill still have more than 3.5 million young
people with no salsa sisills'Arying squeeze themselves into the sad 5 percent
aitegory " Shenzerialid Stone (19 ) have pointed out that as of April 1970,
the unemployment rate for youth from 16 to 20 years of gs...v.as..13.1 percent
as compared to an overall unemployment ratg:of 4.3 pegentqlke.y&liatper note
that the percentge of unemploy ment arnongouiskilled workers is twice as high
as among all other job categories.
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B. Self:understanding and Career Decision Making Skills

Perhaps the transcendent question related tu being equipped with th...itional
skills is what arg they? The Typical assumptipn is that the> are technical skills
directly related to accomplishing the work tasks found in a particiikft*
occupation. 'However. obseiNers increasingly suggest that such a curLeptiun of
vocational skills is too iiarruv.ly based. that.stu&nts mustc'alsu acquire the skills'
and attitudes which make up,employability in broader terms. Ilideed. 'Garbin.
Salornone. Jackson. aid Ballweg (1,970) analyzed worker adjustment prublems
of youth and concluded that youthful employees often fail on their jobs. nut
because_the> lack technical competencies. but be-ause ut the 4bser.e of skills
relating to the nonteihrucalo.L41510.., ReulDenS 119.74) has reported that basic
hterac.y and good wick attitudes may be murei important fur employment than
occupational ;Skills. She contends that an inCreasine number of employers
already look for these qualities rather than for traditional :tocauunal skills.

In the study by Eggeman. Campbell, and Garbin (1969) previously cited 78.2
percent of the Youth Opportunity Counselors surveyed reported that persun-
ality problems hamper youth's adjustment to the world of work, `More
specifically, 72 percent mentioned job-seeking andro un-thejub behavior as a
major problem. A growing number of theorists contend. as dues Btu her (1973),
that "as wok- oriented value systems are nu longer structured solely around
either rehgious sanctions or et- onomic necessity, the psychological aspects ctf
man's relauon to work become iikfeasingl> a determinant of the values through
which he involves himself in- wOik...a way of organizing life in some
psychologically meaningful and need-fulfilling way."

After reviewing the research of Fleishman 11968) and 1.x> (1966) among
...sattiers as -well as their own research. Garvin et al contended that The bask
difficulty of many youth is not that of finding_ a job but in keeping,.
one... :Thus, in the work environment the young worker is enmeshed not-only 7

in his job, tnit also in the Cilmplex norm and value systems of thg informal
structure and, to a leVaer extent, in, those of the formal 'organizational structure."
The conclusion seems inescapable that the transition tuward.an adequate work
adjustment involves being subjected to a socialization process directed toward
learning the "ways and means" Of these two organizations. As a function of their
research on the adjustment uf .642 youngNvorkers in Columbus. New Orleans.

%. and Omaha they found that the most difficult kinds of things the v., orkersThad tu
learn on job perfomiance were reported to be. Technological 1(46.7 percent).
interpersonal (19.2 percent). 'personal (1.1.8 percent). and urginizational (4.3
percent). They indicated that a preparation for v.prk -involves more than
inculcating prospective workers witli technological skills. Significantly, an
overwhelming majority of tfie-sample had a positive evaluanun of work.

In a related study, Garbin, Campbell. Jacion. and Feldman (1967) also
reported survey findings which suggest that the. maladjustment of secondary
students in the work place may be more highly"retaed to puur interpersonal

._ skills than to inadequate technical skills. Garbin. Jackson. and Campbell (1968)
and Stogdell (1966) reviewed research ?literature which tends to support the
above conclusion. X-
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Implicit in.these observations -about the inclusion within voLational skills of

interpersonal skills and other psychologiLat work adjustments is the fact that
persons need to ,come to terms with a vanety of personal questions and with
clarifying their self concept. This is true not only in the public schools but also
in higher education. Hoffman (1973), in discussing self--understanding for
productive living, has observed that "...the questions teachers should be
encouraging students to ask are 'Who am 1^' 'What influences me?' and 'How can
I control the influences upon me?' Otice these answers are found, or at least
sought, the most neglected area of education will take its proper place as the

- most important." (p. 79). Livingston (1970) has viewed the matter in the
following perspective. "One reason university graduates have had so much
difficulty making the transition from academic life to the world of work is that
they have failed to develop in school the self-identities needed to enable them to
make firm career commitments. Their formal education has not nurtured the
traits of individuality, self-assurance, and responsibility or developed the
attnbures that would permit them to btcome active agents in their own career

-success," (p. 40).
. -Jerome Brinier (1973), noted authority on child development and the nature

of learning, recently stated that "the neuroses of the yung are far more likely
to revolve around work than around sex." The delay of vocaSial or job

'decisions fostered by our school system has provided difficulty for students to
'identify themselves in adult roles. He suggests that the-first order of business in
the transformation of our mode of education is to revolutionize and revivify this
idea of vocation or occupation."

One can interpret from the weight of evidence and speculation thus far
presented that students are leaving the school system without self-understanding
and carver decision-making skills but the importani;e of these dimensions can be
further extended. These personal elements are important both in and out of
school. For example, Sievert?,-(197.2) has reported that shop achievement is
related` to the -degree of congruency between the self concept and the
occupational concept pf the subject ,matter, there is a positive relationship
between \he self-occupational congruence and shop aLhievenicnt. Indeed, Sievert
has suggested- "It -may be' that a partial reasory for a student's acting out against
his environment in the school shop or laboratory is due to the placement and
retention of the student in a setting that is not vungruentowith.lus perceived self
concept."

Herr (1 72) has reported that virtually all career development research
indicates th t students need self-knoyvledge. Specifically. they need to be able to
differential personal values and personal interests as these are related to
Personal st engthri and weaknesses in abilities- verbal, quantitative, scholastic.
They nee to be able to assess these elements of the self, incorporate ,their
meaning into the self-concept and relate this self-information to the choices with
which the will be confronted.

O'Har (1966) has demdnstrated that the self-concept relates not only to
8ccupati nal choice but to high school achievement as well, and that these
relationships increase froM 9th" to, 12th grades. The .iipliZ:ation of such a
correlat"on is that students who persist in school tire those Lan find meaning
in what they are learning or the necessity for an education' in relation to what

4
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they vv ant to do, those who do not rind such a condition in school drop out.
These relationships apparently function even earlier than the 9th grade. WilliMns
and Cole (1968) report thclt measures of,4eK-concept at the 6th grade are
significantly and positively related to the Child's conception of school, social
status at sLhool, emotional adjustment, mental ability nrea'ding achievement, and
mathematical achievement. Oakland (1969) also reports relationships between
levels of high sLhool achievement and a,variety of personal traits manifesting self
awareness. responsibility, and planning. Such constructs also operate at the
college level. After an extensive analysis of college inputs and outputs, Herr afill
Cramer (1968, p. 116) were led to eonclude:

The uhportance of desiring _what one has chosen rather than being at the
whim of others, without any personal investment in the choice is a factor in
academic success. Vocational ambitions and/or appropriate goals are wry
important. Men and women students with identifiable educational goals
reasons which are related to why they are doing what they are doingseem
consistently to be better prepared for college than students who have no such

.., reasons for being in college..4,.,
Condition Two of this monograph has reported other studies dealing with

self - concept and with high school achievement. Similar relationships have been
establiped for cdllege populations. In addition to the observations of Herr and
CramCjust cited, apparently, t e decision to attend college at all is related to
the sel%pncept. For example, i has been reported that a college student asked
to Wcture himself as an adult without a college education will experience a
significantly lower evaluation of self and a decjine in his feeling of strength and
power (Sinnett and Stone, )964). Hammond (1959) reported a 1956 study in
which G. B. Carson and others at The Ohio State University had hypothesized
that if a student's self concept differs from the role expectation of his college,
his motivational level may decrease, they also hypothesized that a student who is
easily reoriented may tend to succeed .more easily than one who is note
Hammond found these hypotheses to be valid. Nadler and Krulee (1961) found
compatibility between personal needs

grade
the objective feat_ `s of school

situations to be major factors in higher grade point average. As Heii reported in
1965, "it has been found that students majoring in different fields of study
exhibit diffrent personality characteristics and different expectations of
educational expenences, that dissimilarity between the _.student and those with
whom he studies (faculty) or learns (peers) is related to change in major field,
and that the percentage of the students in a student body who major in
particular subject areas is related to the institutional image or press."

Applying such concepts to the secondary school level has demonstrated that
there are relationships between self-concepts, achievement levels, and percep-
tions of evironmental expectations (Herr, Warner, and Swisher, 1970). In o' e
related study (Hansen and Herr, 1966) it was found that chronically trua
students perceived significantly more press for acadern,i0 competition: fOr
collegiate aspirations, for planning and structure, for looking and acting
property, for heterosexual activities than did a control group pf student1 not
chronically truant. Apparently, the chronically truant either did not underStand
the reasons for these environmental demands or they had not 'achieved ways of

%. . ,...
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coping with them which were successful or rewarded in the high school they
attended. Thus, they chose to escape from it through absenting themselves from
exposure to these demands.

CCollectively, these analyses of the self-concept and its*relationship to
educational achievement or compatibility with a particular collegiate or
secondary school environment reinforce the importance of students acquiring
self understanding as they conside their options eith'er in education or in career.
This perspective is reinforced by ludies dealing vrith, the, relationshiriebetween
specific personality traits and voca Tonal choice. Fig example, correspondence
between needs, vocational interests, and curriculum areas was found in a study
by Osipow, Ashby, and Wall (1966) which showed- that persortal4y identifi-
cation of students (following Holland's model) were related to their initial
vocational choices. Sharf (1970) stated that male students report interest, as
more significant than ability invocational decisioh-makingy although the
diffetence is not so great as the 2:1 ratio reported by Holland and Nichols
(1964).'Another personality vafiable which seems to be related to vocational
choice is risk taking. Early work by Ziller (1957) found a significant relationship
between vocational choice and a propensity for risk taking. Stsequent studies
(Burnstein, 1963; Mahone, 1960; and Morris,.1966) also fognd evidence that
risk taking plays a part in decision-making. there is also Ctoisiderable evidence
that what an individual values both in work itself and in the,newards he perceives
work as offering has an effect on his .vocational decions and is internalized
fairly early in developnent (Super, 1962; Thompson, 1966). . '

While many more studies could be cited, the point'should be sufficiently
made that.'vocational !skills include the attitudes and knowledge related to
effective choice-making. AlthoughAtudies like those of Tierney and Hernian
(1973) indicate that many student:" do not have the skill to, make realistic
self-estirhates and that such a skill apparently is not being developed by schOols,
very little specific information is available which indicates specifically that
persons emerging from the school system do or do not have such understanding.
However, to the degree that the earlier sections of this paperthose dealing with

'

the essentially cognitive focus of education and its college oriented tiltare
valid, it would be difficult to know where such self-understanding is currently
being cultivated. The rise of the affective education and psycholqgical education
movements over the last few years are testimonies to these deficits in American
Education. Roen (1967a, 1967b) among others has argued that only through
"education Cor clii)osing" will individuals becorhe more competent choosers.

Apparently, iettiunderstanding and career decision-making have been assured
to occur as by-products of "ipeneral or academic" education both at the K-12
and post-secondary levels rather than as deserving immediale and direct
attention in their own right. 'k indicated throughout this paper schooling is
work-relevait, 'yet it's relevance Ito work is rarely called to the student's
attention. Psychological tests are given for reasons not specifically ordirectly
related to -work and their relevance to such a focus is typically not identified to
the student. Simply through the process of development, growth and learning,
the individual develops personality traits that have felevance for work and career
planning, but the data that are available suggest that the individuaLordinanly has
little organized knowledge of their nature and amount. .
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If the self-understanding basic to career planning is not being pursued in
education, it appears that the other ditnension of such planning- knowledge of
one's job alternatives is not being uniformly addressed either. The fact that
many y outh,laa information about work and training opportunities has long
been recognized and much relevant information has been reported (Hoppock,
1967, Shartle, 1959, U.S. Employment Service, 1965, Eggeman, Campbell &
Garbin. 1969). A study by KrasnOw (1968) demonstrates that 9th-grade
students who choose vocational curriculums have a lesser amount of vocational
information than those who choose -academic curriculums, even though they
make the narrower decisions. In addition to a lack of information about
occupational opportunities per se, the society has also been exceedingly
ambivalent about affording youth work opportunities by which they can test at
first hand their degree of fitness with the responsibilities inherent in working or
the factorswhich distinguish different work styles.

As Coleman (1972) has indicated youths' movement toward adulthood is
affected by several factors reducing the kind and quality of information they
receive. For one, the family, for most of recorded history, had been the chief
educational institution for the child because he carried out most of his activities
within it until he left to form his own family, but; in recent decades, the family
as a SO up_e of occupational learning has declined as it lost its place as the central
productive institution of the society. Second, changes in the workplace have also
affected the movement of the young into adulthOd. "The major changes have
been away from small organizations to large ones, away from ad hoc informal
hiring practices to formal procedures with format credentials required of
applicants, away from using children in secondary and service activities toward
excluding them from workplaces tinder the 'guise' of 'protection,' away from_
jobs requiring low educational credentialg toward jobs requiring more education,
away from loosely organized occupational settings in which workers participated
with varying schedules and varying ,amounts of time toward a rigidly defined
'full-time job' with a fixed schedule and fixed time commitment." Some support
for Coleman's observations on the lessened effects of the family is available in
existing research. In a 1963 study of l,000 Chicago Male Subjects, Duncan,and
Hodge' found only a 10 percent incidence of sons entering their fathers'
occupations. For the majority, then, there is increased responsibility for personal
decision-making concerning vocational plani at a ,,time when options have
become numerous and puzzling and when youthL have less-acquaintances than
did their forebears with some essential elepents of choice (Borow, 1973;
p. 351).

:

Together these trends have transposed, scnooGa. requirement to
acquaint the young with alternatives tht hays-noi,been required hktirie:ally. In
the process, they, have Imposed on the "scilAYS: d,.16onstant need tO-adefirie
priorities and to become a surrogate for patents and other social institutions'.

;

C. The Desire to Work

In an earlier era when education and work were .ssentially confined to two
separate and independent phases of life, little was said about the,Sillool's
responsibility to instill in youth a .desire to work except perhaps by causing I
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students to want to do so as an escape from the sterility, rote; and repression
charactenzing many classrooms. However, since the early 0960's such a
requirement has been reinforced by advocates of vocational education and, more
recently, of career education. Hoyt, Evans, Mackin and Mangum (1974, p. 69),
for example, state the isstIe as follows:

The industrial work etlik is eroding. and a postindustrial work ethic has yet
to develop. But it seems indefensible to fail to teach youth that employers do
value the traditional work ethic and that major violations of it will lead to
discharge. The failure of the school becomes more serious as the home and
the peer group seem less and less able to teach the needed lessons. The high
rale of job changing and unemployment which characterize dropouts and
non-vocational graduates prior to about age 25 may be largely explained by
this failure&
While as previous sections of thisoaper have shown, many young workers

have trouble adjusting to first jobs becatAe of personality traits, poor attitudes
toward supervision or other attitudinal factors, this does not necessarily mean
that the desire to work has eroded in the majority of youth. What existing
literature seems to suggest is that there are sub-groups within the.youth culture
who reject the traditional work ethic, materialism, and conventional social
norms as they understand them but this is not necessarily so for all.
Yankelovich'S studies from 1968 to 1971 of the attitudes of national samples of
college students found the following:

-Seventy-nine percent believe that a meaningful career is a veryimportant
part of a person's life.
Eighty -five percent feel business is entitled. io make a profit.
Seventy -five percent believe it is morally wrong to collect welfare when
you can Work.

Only 30 percent would welcome emphasis on working hard (Yankelo-
vich, 1972).

Somewhat similar findings are founikin the Survey, of Working Conditions, a
study conducted by the University or, Michigan's Survey Research Center. In

iessence, these findings suggest that young workers find a significant gap between
their expectations and values vis-a-vis work and what they actually experience on
the job. They value challenging work highly but say that the work they are doing
has a low level of challenge. The conclusions reached in'tlie various studies
contributing to the above findings are that "it does not appear that young
workers have a lower commitment to work than their elders. The problem lies in
interaction between work itself and the changing social character of today's
generation, arid in the failure ;zit' 'decision makers in busi&ss, labor, and
government to recognize this fact.... The young worker is in revolt'not against
work but against the authoritarian system develdind by industrial engineers who
felt that 'the worker was stupid, overly emotional, insecure and afraid of
responsibility' " (Special Task Force to are Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1973, p. 49-50).

Blocher's (1973) observations seem pertinent here as Says: "When the
society installs a value system based upon an evaluation, of work primarily in
terms of its opportunity for psychological self-fulfillment, it creates a verythigh
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level of expectation. However, whentlarge numbers of people in the society
because of cultural or educational deprivation or sheer lack of ego-involving
jobsare prevented from relating to work in psychologically meaningful ways, it
is not surprising that work is devalued, conimitment is kept,minimal, and
alienation from the World of Work is profound" (p. 62).

seems fair to suggest on the basis of the limited but reputable evidence
avail ble that the assertion .that too many persons leave the educational system
without the desire to work is fallacious. The problem seems not to be with the
desire to work but;with the available possibilities for persons to enter work
which is personally satisfying and meaningful or, indeed, appropriate to the level
of educational sophistication growing numbers of persons bring to the labor
market. .

Potential contributions of Career Education

Perhaps as much as in any of the conditions addressed in this paper, career
education offers promise of bringing balanced response to the affective
dimensions of vocational skills, to self understanding and career planning and
attitudes about work. Virtually all current definitions of career education assert
the 'importance of education for choice, for helping youth incorporate the sense
of power and purpose inherent in being an informed and effective choice maker,
and for helping them understand thatAnowledge of personal characteristics
allows one to evaluate poSsible alternatives and identify information which is
personally pertinent from that which is not. lni essence, career education cam
provide the 'impetus to help educators of all types recognize that the
transcendent goal of education is not simply helping youth acquire the fairly
limited skills requivsl to be a competent person. Instead the task is to help them
attain personal Lompeience which includes technical skills as well as the values,
attitudes, understan2ngs which pemut them to use such skills wisely and
effectively. Finally, career education can reinforce the importance of the
employment sector modifying itself,,Lreating Jobs which respond to the growing
sensitivity and sophistication of youth vis--vis meaningful work. If this does not
occur systematically much of tie effect career education can have on individual
purpose will be lost.

COndition 5

(10 in the original U.S. Office of Education paper). The final educational
condition which this paper will address is the assertion that American education'
as currently structured, does nut adequately meet tizi, needs of minority, nor of
economically disadvantaged persons in our suLiety, Ina sense responses to this
assertion can be found, in each of the previous four sections but need specific
focus here. Women and girls will ,not be independently considered as either a
minority or as disadvantaged because another background paper being prepared
for the U.S. Office of Education will address this group,specifically.
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A. Perspectives on the Disadvantaged

Margolin (1968) names several segnients of the American population as

forming the nucleus of those referred tO,,as disadvantaged. He includes blacks
who constitu43 the largest number and percentage, a large portion of the
American Indian, Spanish, Mexican, and Puerto Rican populations living under
poor conditions, and the poor Appalachian rural dweller. The conditions of life
of the disadvantaged range from "the seemingly limitless space of a New Mexico
reservation to the jammed squalor of a Ilarlem tenement."

In discussing disadvantaged populations,-Hessi(1968) has stated
As it is now being used in the field of education, it refers to a number of

groups which have been in previous tunes called other names -"deprived,"
"lower class," "underprivileged" or- simply "poor." It is obviously not a precise
term. It' reflects inversely, the general lines of 'prestige and privilege in -the,
society The essential point of the concept of disadvantaged groups is that there
are social, cultural', and economic circumstances which act systematically to
prevent children in certain places and with certain characteristics from obtaining
adequate education, income, and dignity. In ,this view disaduntaged is a group
phenomena. In a more accurate usage, however, disadvantaged may refer to any
condition which prevents an individual from being educated to the maximum of
his genetic potential (1968; pp. 95-96).

Margolin (1968) points out_that one who works with a disadvantaged child or
adult will observe several crucial obstacles to eduLational-vobtional develop-
ment. They are weakness of the capacity to defer gratifiLation, a difficulty in ti
orientation to the future, apathy, hostility, suspiciousness, and an inability to
cope with changed eirFunistanees.

Amos (1968), id discussing the nature of disadvantaged youth, cites
additional problems Limited development of communication skills, lack of
skills necetsary for financial management, often aL ed p.9,11Le or inIttntionalAt
record, lack of motivation, deficiencietteunders anding procedures 4.31 all types,
slow learner, lacks yust, 'incapable of setting long-term goals, often sets '

unrealistic goals, boys often lack a male-role model.
In describing common basic needs of all disadvantaged youth, Feck (1971)

reports (I) -Security and stability in their environment, (2). successful
educatiojial experience, (3) recogmtioin for achievement. (4) love and respect,
(5) legal iblirces of finance, (6),financial management, (7) proper housing, (8)
good health, (9) development of basic communication skills(10) saleable work
skills, (11) an appreciation of the meaning and importance of work, (12)
successfully employed oCadult peer,group models, (13) p,usitive self concepts,
(11) job opportunities and qualificatiOns, and (15) socially acceptable attitudes
and beviots. ,

Cocdon has contended (1974) that "those populations which expetience the
highest incidence of social disadvantage include the blacks, Puerto Ricans,

ubans, Eskimos, native Americans, Chkanas, the unentals to some extent, andl
'the white members of the lowst economic class. The problem of limited
employment opportynities confronting members of the vanuus ethnic and
minority groups at the ages of 20 through 24,_v.hen some vocational stability
,night be assumed, is illustrated by the fact that, according to the 1970 census,
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only 1,261,000 of this total national pOpulatirin of 2,089,194 were actually
employed in January 1972. Bureau of Labor Statistics also. reveal that
approximately "40 percent of the ethnic minority populations In this country
were unerriployed4iniJanuary 1972," (p: 452).

The followingsections will examine specific variables in relation to several of
the largest .minority populatioiis.

. A. Basic Academic Skills

An analysis of achievement tests was made in the Lindsay Unified School
District of Lindsay, California, a city of '5,500 located about midway between
Fresno andAtakersfield, an agricultural community with a high proportion of
Mexican-Americans. In reading, 63.9 Oeri.ent,of the Mexican American children
were below grade_level compared to 27.3 percent of the Anglo Americans. In
arithmetic, 38.7 ptcent of,the Mexican Americans. were. below grade level,
compared to 20.8 percent of the Anglo-Americans. Inlanguage, the comparative
percentageswere 55.5 an( 30.6 (Natuktal Education Association, 1970)-

Gallarza, Gallega, and Samora (.1969) repotted that the median nuniber of
school years attained by Mexican Americans 14 yam ol4 and-over is.as follows.

.. Ariiof 8.3,`Califomia 9.2; Colorado 8.7; New Mexico S.8' arid Texas 6.7. In ,

addition, they report that "The Berkeley Branch of the University ,of California
recently listed'77 Mecan-Amencans4mong 25,000 students. The

.
'campus

of
California at Los Ageles had 70 Mexican-Amerkan students in a campus

. 'enrollment of 26,000."
Speaking to the plight of migrant children, many Of whom are .Spanish in.

.wegraction, Glick G1966) reported that:
has been estimated that:more than_50 percent of the 100,000 school-age

migrants in the nation are from one to four years behind in sOool by the
..time tpley reach the age of fourteen. Seventy-five per "it Of the 3,800

schoWage migrants<in Colorado each farm season are S' anishtspeaking; 67
percent or more are retarded. in age-grade stattES; 95 tcent are socially
retarded', and 90 percent of .thein need to make up _school Work'(P 99).
Scholes (1966) reported that in a .study 'of 665 Spanish - speaking migrant
families in Texas some few years ago only 32 percent of the children had 30
weeks of schooling; p. 69).4' Greklet41966) observed that in 19.60, about
11S,000 'Spanish-speaking had absolutely no formal schoolitt and'abo,ut
percent of these lived in urban areas where school systems are said to be more
effective [as compared to rural]. Over 49 percent of Spanish-speaking in the
southwestern states had less than'eight grades of schooling (p. 180)."
Grekler (1967) and Moore, (1970) have reported that in 1960, in the

Southwest, adult Mexican-Americani had, on the average, 7.1 Siears,of schooling
as against 112.1 Tor Anglos and 9.0 for. nonwhites. If the Anglo record is taken.as
a norm, the gap was 5 years or 41 percent forMexican-Americans and 3.1 years
or 26 percent for nonwhite, (p`. 3).

According to Bernal, (1969), the average Mexican - American drops out of
school by die 7th trade. In Texas almost.80 percent of,students with Spanish
suinames drop out before Zompletinglirigh school. In California, 73.5 percent of
the, State's Mexican-American students do not complete high schoo

VIP
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(1963) has reported that, "Texas, in ten out'of fifteen metropolitan areas, has
Spanish populations with 40 or more percent having ,less than 40 years of

"'Schooling."
Johnson (1969) has Indicated that Mexican - Americans average 8 years of

schooling, 2 years less than Negroes and a full 4 years less than whites... In
Texas, 40 percent of 'Chicanos' are considered functionally illiterate.

Turning to the black .population. Silberman (1970) has reported that. In the
third grade, for example, the avera black in the Metropblitan Northeast is 1

year behind the average white student in reading ability, by grade six. he is more
than a year and a half behind, by grade nine, he is more than 21/7. years behind,
and by the twelfth grade, he is nearly 3 years behind the average white (pp.
64 -65). He further asserts , . In fact, virtually every firm that has attempted
any large -scale hiring of so-called "disadvantaged" or 'uneniplo,y able' men and
women has found it necessary to provide, among other kinds of training,
teaching in basic skills of reading and computation, (p. 67).

Rohwer (1971) maintains that at virtually every grade level, differences in the
degree of 'school success attained vary with a number of student characAenstics
such as ethnicity, socioeconomic status (SES), and 1.Q., thus, school Success
depends ,sn a variety of factors other than ability to learn. He continues that "it
has been estaished that white children are more suo..essful in 'school than black
children, lugh-socioeconornic status (SES) children suk.,Leed more often than low
SES` children

' and_high IQ children succeed more often than low IQ children. He
then goes -on to argue that school success dues'not depend directly un leaming
ability. In particular, he presented research, findings which indicated that
lowSES black children are capable of achieving the same degree of school
success as high -SES white children even though in general they do not. Three
answers were suggested to why they dunot in the studies he reviewed. "First,
low SES-Negro-children come to school with less del/eloped-learning tactics than
hig=h -SES white children., Accordingly, they learn less during, their early school
years, especially the kindergarten year. In fact, what they probably )earn IZss of
..dliiingjhar5ieal is inforination releyant to later schubl-s'ubjeat content. Second,
evert thougi the basic leaming skills of low-SES black chil ten improve almost
to the point of equality With those of high-SES white childnnt,by, the time they

' 64 are into the first grade year, these skills are not quite as 41 honed for some
modes" "of information as they are for other. ..:Fina14, it is reasonable

suppose thAt to an even greater degree, black childrdn haTye not adequately
mastered the skills necessary to learn successfully, under clwoom leaming
conditions" (p. 205-206). Thus, in his view, these childreri,ne4tO-Pe assisted in
mastering elaborative learning skills, to actualize chijdrenS .capacity cot
imaginative conceptual activity through concrete, explicit, an,tlec,ific instruo;

\t4onal programs.
-Turning to other pertinent demographic charactenstick blackst.

ccounted for about one-fifth of the unemployed, 22 perc&t ofAOse -

inadequate employment, and earnings, and about 16_ percen\,4,,fattpi flume
participants with less than ,a high school education .(Levitan, jo4rist'ole, and ,

Taggart, 1974). In a study in 1969 of woitk satisfaction, it was focka;tlitieof 107,
subgroups of workers broken down into such sociot.cononm, chartc,tericqcs as .
sex, race, age, and income, black"WorkerS under age 30 were far a?kkivay:the, \,,t
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, ltxast idtssatisfied with heir jobs. Thirty-seven percent expressed negative
- attitudes .towArd their.j'Ai. Further, it was found that twice as many blacks over

44 were disiausfied with thor jobs (Hernck, 1972).
1X'Pt a.itudy'by the Nation31 Urban League it has been s own that blacks

generally are just as anxious /to work and get ahead as whites a d in some cases
more So.. A marked work Orientation is charactenstic of most black families, for
contraris-to popular conception, blatik families place a strong emphasis on work
and ambition, For example, act.urding to census data, 69 percent of the heads of
poor blacI families had jobs in 1969 compared with 53 percent for whites in
similar circumstances (Urban League, 1972)4'

While the 1960's saw a marked icduction in the percentage of unemployed
blacks of high school graduate age, their joblessness rate continues to be roughly
double that of whites in the same age range. About 713 percent or more of blacks
now leave high sLhool as graduates, but this figure still lags behind that of whites
as do. the figures ,fok earnings (U.S. Department of Labor, 1970). Marland has
observed that of Jra the black girls, under the age of ,25, 30 percent are
unemployed, a Ihigher.rate of. joblessness than that suffered by the country
during the Gre,ot 'Depression of the 1930's. The jobless rate among young black
men stands at 25 perdent,(Marland, 1971),

Speaking to the characteristics of Appalachian youth, part, of the rural
disadvantaged, Branscombe (1969) has reported that more than three-quarters of

'a million §oung people set in the hollows and hills unmotivated, uneducated,
and unemployed (1969). Ackerson (1967) stated at the National Outlook
Conference on Rural Youth that thpviticidence of incentive to remain in high
school or in college. wa& evidently not as great in rural America, as shown by the
high dropout rate, and that in all too many cases, the educational and vocational
opportunities offered to rural young people were quite limited. Udall (1967)
indicated that one-third of the rural population accounted for one-half of the
poliulktion designated as living in poverty. Bass andpurger (1967) pointed out
that the Amencan Indian is the most disadvantaged rural group In comparison
to the general population, then' income was only 4wo-ninths as much, their
unemployment rate was..almost ten times greater, their life expectancy'was 7

tl
years less, half again as many of their infants died, their school dropout rate was
almost double that of the general population, and they had less than half the
years of schooling.

Edington (1970) reports that all groups of disadvaqtaged,rural students are
characterized by poor educational achievement. This is supported by the report
of the United States Department of Agriculture that about 19 percent of the
rural youth had fallen behind at least 1 year and that only 12 percent of urban
youth were that educationally retarded. Ohannessian (1961'7) and Bass and Berger'
(1967) have shown that the Indian student hs nearly equal to the Anglo at the
preschool and primary levels, but as he progreiSes through grade levels he falls
behind. Each found that as Indian students went 'up the grades, their
achievement seemed to fall progressively behind the school norms.

A persistent theme running through the data presented is not only that
schools are not effectively educating minonty and disadvantaged youth but that
they may not know tow to do so t that the majority Values of the educators
themselves get in the way. For ex iple, Davi.)(1972), in exploring the failures
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of compensator} education in America, Zontends that such programs are
concerned "only with bringing the student up to a predetermined norm. In the
process they ignore the possibAity that the student might exceed a particular
norm- or that a whole new .range of norms may be more appropriate." He
continues with an analysis of the insults and confusion which, many tchoOls
impose upon the disadvantaged.

"Branded failures in he primary grades, the children become victims of a
self-fulfilling prophecy, whereby teachers expect little of them and cease to
challenge them. Hence, py the fourth grade, a staggpnng number exhibit *
symptoms of alienation. withdrawal, and rejection oP- formal schooling in
favor of a Street education which teaches them skills more immediately
relevant to their hves.klucago's Blackstone Rangers are known to advise their
young members to sleep in school for self-protection because the alternative
they see is to accept the school's view of them as inadequate failures....In
short, both formal compensatory education .erograrns and mass media
compensator} education foster the same harmful notions. First, they teach

Ki pea* to internalize negative views of themselves, causing low self-esteem
and anxiety and inhibiting the ability of individuals to actively!, old their
world. Second, they teach false lessons by promising rewards lurch they
cannot deliver."
A somewhat different view of the matter is espoused in other research.

Williams (1970) reports a study conducted in ten school systems in Maryland
and nine major cities throughout the United States. In all, 5461 educators, .

elementary and secondary, teachers and administrators completed a quespon-
naire designed to identify the most critical needs of disadvantaged you& The
top five areas of need identified as critical by over 70 percent of the respciidents
included:

1 Improvement in basic reading and related language skills (89% percint)
2 Encouragement in establithing goals and aspiring to become what they can

become (80 percent +)
3. Establishment of a personal sense of worth (80 percent +) t
4 Encouragement of parents to take an interest in the fOnnal educauort of

their children (70-percent +)
5 Extension of the student's background of experience beyond has imme-

diate environment (70 percent ,:3-)
Among the educational factors cited' by the respondents as blocks to learning

were such things, as "uniform and large classes throughout the school or school
system," "unsuitable books and materials," "systein-wide.pohcief proce-
dures which are inflexible for meeting the needs," "inadequate help in
diagnosing needs and developing programs for individuals and groups with
reading problems, "understanding the sociology and psychology of depriving
youth;" "securing services for physical, emotional and social problems."

.Clift (1970) maintains that:
On the evidence available, it must be concluded-that the major reason why an

increasing number of black students fall belovf their grade level in performance is
that substandard performance is expected of them-The majority are in programs
or curriculums v/here standards have been If:vweieci 'to meet 'their ability' or 'to
take into count their cultural differences.' Less is expected of such 'pupils,
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they are rewarded for poorer performances. and the result is a steadily increasing
gap between what they accomplish and what pupils of their grade level should
accomplish. . The schools. probably unavoidably . are contaminated by the
moral sickness or racism which afflicts the larger society. Yet all American
children must be educated under conditions which will provide them with
knowledge, skills, poise. goals, perspruse, and other psy.hologiul equipment
needed to, deal constructively with other human beings w-ho differ in race,
custom, and culture

Educational and Occupational Attitudes

ItiatIvhchael (1974) has reviewed existing researchon educational and
occupation aspirations among nunonty youth and he has concluded that these
data indicate a great ambivalence At the same time that the school points to the
path upward wind encourages black youth to take it, the same school delivers the
unmistakable message that the path will be too steep for them and that lower
aspirations would be more realistic. Still, black students of lower socioeconomic
status tend to have higher career and educational expectations than white
students of a similar status.

At the lame time, quoting a studp by Michael Huidelang. MacMichael
contends that there is 'a discrepancy be een very high educational aspirations Of.
black students (92 2ipercent of black high school students interviewed were
certain they would finish college: 80 percent believed then parents wanted them
to finish) and low occupational aspirations. For instance, 30 percent of the boa k
studentts who aspired tc.a college education did not aspire to a job requiring one

A partial explanation for unrealistic vocational planning among smile
minority youth can be found in the research, of Gottlieb (1967). In his study.
which used as a sample 1327 male adoleicents(Cawasian and Negro) who were,
enrolled in the/ Job Corps, no support was found for,itie proposition that the
lower-c14-00Iture has a built-in set of values that disatirage social mobility.
Rather,' it appea-ts that lowerdass parents, althou fi mating then children to
succeed, lack the abilities to help_ them move into mare advantageous social
positions and "there ate few other adultsAi theu,lises %tio.have the ability to
help thi youngster in both the -business of goal clarification and goal
attainment."

Zito and Bardon (1968) examined similar _ phenomenon p terms of
achievement imagery . 1r. particular', tley attempted to determine how Negro
adolescefits in an urban area per.>eive the Rrobabilitigs of success and failure in
both ,school and Work. They found that achievement imagery, of the need to
achieve, iseqdally strong in black,ado3es4rents from the same urban environment
restardless of intelligence and type_. of grogram. However, they also found that
soh... rejated material tendS to threaten, 'black adolescentsetith failure, even
thou:L work-related material arouses 'Fantasies of successful achievement of
goals. t, e subjects in this study , discouraged as they were with their present
occupation (school), looked forward toa more optimistic future (work).

The effects of student self eiancer.t. Interacting with parental self concept also
needs consideration. George (1970) studied the relationship between vocational
aiiiirations, self-concepts, and vocational choices among, a sample of adolescent



bladv males. The results provided evidence thafthe boas who had decided upon
vocational obje_tives had hIgher self zon.iepts and also higher ideal selves. This
study also indi,.ated that thevi:sauoital aspirations of the boys were related to
the self concepts of their parent's. -fire mothers of the .2.1piring.and non-aspiring
groups did nut differ very much bin. the - 'fathers of the non-aspiring boys had
poorer self concepts than the fathers :tiithe aspiring boys.

Stevie and Llhe (19JP_i examined the concepts that youth from an
Appalachian background. have ..oncerning their probable life work. When
corr.paring a group J udents remairung,in Appala,_hia of students4.:.
who had migrated to an Ohio city they found the following.

I Appalichian youth who stay in the geographic arena have a significantly
lower aspiratiunal levellha?1 do those students who are native to. An urban
area.

2 Youth who remain vianve to Appalachia have different personal .role
mod* and zharattel:itics for success than those :.udents who have
migrated frbm .
A major problem in raising the occupational aspirations of Appalachian
students0ears to be a lack of information and opporlurury rather than a
!auk crAtiga). (1-ket*T., Rican (1965) had found in an earlier study that
migranidolescent:v-Kip the Appalachian south do not differ significantly
in accupanyjnl-as&tion. role models, or cultural conformity from lower
middle-clyoungsters. residing outside of Appalachia.)

LbCasco (196 studied continuity-discontinuity In vocational development
among many different populations and reported that the vocational develop-
rent of those labeled disadvantaged is more likely to be delayed or impaired
than that of advantaged persons. Studies by Schmelding and Jensen (1968) of
Ameri33an Indian students and by Asbury (1968) of .rural disadvantaged boys
support LoCasc_io's conclusions, Wylie (1963).phas reported that blacks and
lower-,class ,_hildren set estimates of their abilify toslaichool work lower than
do white and tipper-class children.e;.-

Gordon 119-'4) has stated..ant "theoretical discussions concerning motivation
and aspiration suggest Sat 'the goals cf socially-Illsadvantaged chddten tend to
'be' more. ininierdiate)nd utilitarian and that there exists)ess postponethent in
obtanun4 gratificanun and fewer symbolic repardi among them than among the
middle .'and upper classes' (p. 464). 'Hoy.ev ei''',icordon also unposes-several-
cavezits. which anbrace iti-ch of the rsear,ft ti,--siilrionty and disadvantaged s
persons. He indicates:

.Even if the characteristics and environmental conditions of this
popullition were essentially negative and unwholesome, the research effort to
support these observations would still be basically inadequate. In the first
place. researchers have generalized from the 'typical socially disadvantaged
child' to the entire iopuia,tion. This is an unspund generalization because no
allowance is made, for the "variety of such children with widely vaiyiq
characteristics, differential..psylhology is equally important in the realm of
the socially disadvantagediEurthermore. the correlation between poor school
adjustment, and certain conditions or characteristics does not necessarily
imply gzicsatien. The research -fin with the tdrentification of character-
istics has not yet pinpointed, the take. no a-plan or remedial action" (p.
465).
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Cordon's observations about the character of the research efforts
minorities and disadvantage..stmighfalmost serve as an epilogue for this paper. As
indicated at several other earlier points, the educational conditions addressed in .

thii) paper have, fgiTthe ;host part, at least partial validity. The problem is the
degree of extripolatien kelm subjective or impressionistic data and the potential
overgeneralizatingwhich seems inherent in the available Material.

In sum, the daa reported, while less than exhaustive in terms of the
ritlfgriltude of the pertinent information available, generally supports. the
assertion in condition 5, that American education as currently structured, does
not adequately meet the needs of minority, not of economically disadvantaged
persons in our society. But one nufit hasten to add that much a the matter is
complex involving social attitudes, parental education, and self-concepts, as well
as inappropriate materials for and assumptions about this ,population: It is
certainly clear tillatnot every mii2nlity '9r disadvantaged child is being
inadequately served by AmeiSan au-cation This depends upon the typg of high
school in which the studint is enrolleid, geography, the characteristics of other
students in the school, parental characteristics and a variety of other factors. But
the conclusion tgt large proportions of such children, pool4hite .and the
racially different, are currently beingill -served is undeniaPle.

Potential Contributions of-Career Educaticin

Essentially the sante contributions of career education cited in section 1 to 4
pertain here however, beyond theseeCatiet education represents,ihe possibility
of an information delivgrs .5A/stern-which not only presents chil&en a set of goals
to which they might aspire but specific detail tout how to achieve them.
Certainly, many of the disadvantaged are in such a condition because.edult
models and, information systems about how they can died the constraints of
disadvantagement are frequently unavailable. If...one neither knows what is
available to choose or how to plan for its the result -is likely to be regression.
further into 'a societally dependent ,alicd itisonally% less competent role. This
attitude is magnified when the dtrzadvantaged child'is neither helped no
expected to be able to cope with the 'academic tasks which largely represent
entree to social mobility. Career education can also still-ciliate the invplvernent of

representatives of minority and disadvantaged popul,ktions in planning
educational experieheei.*.kch take-into account the attitlidts, needs, and goals
of such constituencies. If career- education is to respond-t9,4 persons, it mukt__,
embrace neither assumptions nor generalities about *spectrum of talents",
needs, and goals wl*h Comprise the pluralism of America: Instead, it must have
faotual and conceptual information attuned to the development of flexible and
dived educational ovortunities for all. One way of achieving such a purpose is
to involve those one '''veisligsto serve in the planning and decision-making
peitai0i:123 them.

t
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This paper attempts to document five of eleven conditions which Dr. .,

Kenneth B. Hoyt lists as ;Aline for educational reform in the VS. 0
EducatioDr_policy paper, ".An Introduction to Career Education ". Speci
the followipt..45h-diitonsi,nured as they appear on' the OE paper
addressed Aithin this-monograp14

4. American education has &t kept pace with the rapidity of change in the
postindustrial occupational society. As a result, when worker qualifi-
cations are compared with job requirements, we find over-educated and
under-educated. oikers are present in large numbers. Both the boredom
of the over-educated worker and the frustration of the under-educated
worker havehave contributed to the growing preserve of worker alienation iu.
the total oCcupitionat society.

6. The growing need for and presence of women in the work force has not
been reflected adequately in eithertshe educational or the career options
typically pictured for girls etuollifinn (kg e:clEuional system.

7. The growing needs for continuing and recurrent eduction on the part of
adults are not being met adequately by our current systems of public
education.

9. The general public, including parents and the business - Industry -labor
community, has not been given an adequate role in formulation of
educational policy.

1. Past lugh school education has given ui.suffigent emphasistducational
programs at the sub-baccalaureate degree level.

Condition 8, "Insufficient attention has been 'given to learning opportunities
which exist outside the structure of formal education and are increasingly
needed by both youth and adults in our society ," seems to this writer to be
redundant of material which is covered,in the documentation of Conditions 7
and 11 above. Therefore, the research involving Condition 8 is absorbed into the
discussions relating to Condftions 7 and 11 hereirp,
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Condition #4

American education has not kept pace with the rapidity of change in
the postindustrial occupational society. As a result, when worker qualifi-
cations are compared w)th job requirements, we find over-ed atedfind
under-educated workers .are present in large mimbers. Poth t e edom
of the over - educated worker and the frustration of the and -educated
worker have contributed to the growing presence of worker alienation to
the total occupational society.

COMMENTARY

The Over-Educated Worker

Before one begins to describe the over-educated worker, he must define his
terms, for, in one sense, there is no such phenomenon as over- education. The

ent futurist, Peter Drucker, has observed (1):
Tomorrow everybodyor practically everybody .w-ill have had the educa-

tion of the upper classes of yesterday, and will expect equivalent opportu-
nities. Yet only a small minority can get ahead no matter what walk they
choose. This is why we face the problem of making, every kind

the
job

meaningful and capable of satisfying an educated man. This is why the new
organization, must create an effective relationship of function, rank, rewards
and responsibilities, not only for its professionals but for all those employed
in knoWledge jobs.
Because of the rapidity of change and innovation in contemporary society,

education should teach people how to learn to learn, to acquire the basic skills
of analysis, expression, and understanding, and to be motivated to want
self-development. In short, what we have typically regarded as.an "educated

'person" is one whose lear iftk41) .-1Wi the specific and relatively. narrow
requirements of a specific jpirin tiiiiieW-tTeit, one cannot be over-educated,
except in relation to a specific type of work performed, and that is the area to
which this portion of this paper addresses itself. .

If one considers degree requirements in, relation to. jobs, then there is little
doubt that anincreasing numbertof Americans are over-educated. It is estimated
that during the:19-'0's almost 10 million college- educated persons will enter the
labor force, of these, over one-quarter will be absorbed .by the up-grading of
positions that have not normally utilized. college-educated persons in the
past (2). Another,source (3) predicts that by next year, there will be about 3.1
million more 'hip school. graduates, 850,Q00 persons with some college
education, and 3.3 million more college graduates than woulc\be required to
maintain the same level of education in the various occupations that existed in
1960 The discrepancy between an estimated 20 percent of jobsd.which truly. -
require more than a high school education (4) and the proportion of Amencan
workers which has more than a high school education islcuvently about 30
percent in excess and may go as high as 50,iercent ($). It is clear, therefore, that
a great many jobs will be educationally up-graded, or, conversely, that a great
many persons will be occupationally down-graded.
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This "situation is not new, but it will continue to be exacerbated. Currently,
for..inswm about 30 percent of 4-y ejr male college graduates are in blge-collar,
sales, and clerical Jobs which prestImably do not make full use, of their
Fdy,:ution (6). The under-employment of female college graduates is consid-
Ably more acute and is documented in a separate section of this paper. If the
situation worsens. then Amenta will have to deal not only with the frustrations
of the under-employed but also with the proSpect of massive graduate
unemployment.

Everyone knows the horror stories of the Ph.D. who drives a taxi or the
graduate engineer wko runs a popcorn stand. Such stones tend to get circulated
frequently in times of economic recession. The fact-is, however, that such
startling under-employ ment is anomolous and extremely rare. The following
data document some substantial under-employment but also testify to the
apploptiatMse qt college-trained personpower (7).. 6 6

* .. .
Percentage of Workers Who Were College Graduates

in Each Major Occupation Group, by Sex, 1971

= Men Women

.

AlPWorkers
Professional, Technical, and

Kindred Workers
Managers, Officials, and Proprietors,

except Farm
Clerical and Kindred Workers
S'ales Workers
All Other Occupations

15.4 11.9

.C
62.0 57.6 I

25.2 14.4 /

8.8 3.8
19.1 4.7 .

1.4

It is evident that there are a significant number of peole in Am rica,
educated to an extent beyond the purely educational demands) of tli6 ob
market. On the .,6ther hand, it is also apparent that much of thrmal sch
contributes t4 a more meaningful life independent of the requirements of a
gicific job..

The Under-Educated Worker -

j It is more difficult to get a "handle on the under-educated, worker than it is

to realize his over-educated counterpart. To be sure, there are attiumber of
inferences which one can make from extant data. For example, the -tl.S. Office
of Education estimates that perhaps 25 millibn American's need some form Of
vocational and technical training and that pal), about 40 percent of those who
need it are getting it. some 5 million ini high schools, 2 million in full-time
vocational-technical programs (all but approximately 500,000 in about 7,000
pnkate scohools), and the rest as adults in short-term and part-time prdgrams for
improving or up-dating their skills (8).

The less one's education, the more likely that he will be unemployed. Labor
force entrantsparticularly those entering the labor force for the first time
account for three-quarters of the unemployed teenagers (9). At the other end of
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` the age employment spectriim, men aged 55 to 64 without a high school
diploma leave the labor force in significantly greater proportion than those of. ', comparable ages who are high school and college graduates (10). The under-/ educated are also the unskilled and the poor. Of this group, many have latent
ability and, is motivated and trail-ltd./Could contribute meaningfully to the labor
force. It is of interest to note that unemployment is typically low in the

-professional and skilled occupations and is generally high for the less skilled
segments of the labor force (11). ; -.

There is a good deal being dohe to up-grade the training and job performance
of the unskilled and the poor. The recently, enacted Comprehensive Employment
and Training A t of 1973 (CETA)A the Jatestof a series of manpower training.
programs mad possible by Fedeol fundinktt is estimated that this year
approximately 2, 36,000 Americans will benefitfrom Federally assisted work
and training programs (12). ° 4

These types of programs and the increase in the 'general educational
attainments of the population are expected to decrease severely the number of
Americans in the labor force with 8 years or less of schooling. Their numbers are
expected to decline from the present 12.5 million (19 percent) to 9.1 million
(11.8 percent) by 1980.

Generally, then, the 'educational attainment of Ainerican workers is rising,
but a ilibsjantial percentage of the population remains under-trained for specific
skilled jobs and under-educated for general adult comPerncy.. However,
Federally legislated programs for training and job placement are at least
palliating the situation.,

It has been observed, however, that "people dti not need just more
education" (13): There is ample evidence to suggest that individuals can be
retrained and lain entrance at an occupational*level previously unavailable to
them (14).4h some ways, therefore, under-i,ducation may not be so much a

-problem asis inappropriate education.t
A c 1\'. ; ,

Worker Job Alienation .

.It would be logical to assume that over- and under - education would resulili,a'
.

.

great deal of job 'dissatisfaction and worker job alienation. The mass media
constantly bombard the American public with dramatic acco nts of worker ..
dissatisfiction, such as that experienced at the Vega produ ion facility An
Lordstown, *Oink?. Popular bktoks, such as Charles Reiclf,s, e, Greening of
America (15) hypothesize an emerging new 'Work ethic as result of worker
dissatisfaction. Aest sellers, such as Studs Terkel's Workingf16)4end apparent
credence to the notion that the Anierican worker is disenchants disillusioned,
and alienated. On the face of it, thereAvould seem', to be reason to:believe that all
is not well with American worker job,ratisfactprril NI

). -; .However, all of The objective data whf6hwehave galasay this argument.
(There is no conclusive evidence of any widespread, dramatic decline..in job
satisfaction ove,r,the last decadq.(17). On Vie other hand, the 'younger,- the less
educated, and the less skilled ,sectors a the labor fora clO register less
satisfaction :tKin do profeyional-technical workeis, managers, officials, and

oproprietors,. '1

.4
..

,..-r )'
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There is some evidence that'suggests a relationship (although not dramatic)
between over- and under-education and job satisfaction. Among workers without
a college °degree; there is little relationship between educational level and job
satisfaction. Those wit. college degrees, however, have high levels of job
satisfaction. Relatively low levels of satisfaction are expressed by workers with
some college education but no degree (18).

The most conspituously undereinployed group ... is ... workersywith
some college education but without a college degree. Their situation is a
difficult one. On the one hand, their college experience may have altered
their occupational desires in the same way that it often does for college
graduates. They lack, however, the necessary credentiai,the college degree
for securing employment suitable for a college-trained person. Among
workers under 30 this situation is characierized k;by strikingly low job
satisfactionroughly equal to that expressed by laborers and operatives.
What is clear is that the majority of American workers require something

more than adequate remuneration from their jobs in order to feel satisfied (e.g.,
working conditions, challenge, etc.). They must be getting it. In 1973, a poll
conducted by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan found
that 90 percent of American workers were satisfied with their jobs, and another
poll coriducted by the Gallup organization put the satisfaction figure at 88
percent (19). On the other hand, a substantial proportion of American workers
feels that it is over-educated. One survey (20) indicated that 36 percent of
American workers had more education than they thought was needed to do their
jobs.

Hence, While .an overwhelming percentage of ,rtvorking Ainericans voice a
satisfaction with their jobs, abotit 10 percent of Aihencan workers,are basically
dissatisfied. This dissatisfaction may stem, at least uj part, &tint -the fact that
they are either over- or under-educated. i 4 k

The Contribution of Career Education °

The ultimate aims of career education include giving Americans sufficient
self-knowledge, knowledge of the World of work and the economic system of
this country, knowledge of the relationship between education and/or training
and work, healthy attitudes and values toward work, and decision-making skills
that they will make vocational choices which will give them satisfaction and
which will benefit society. If these goals are accomplished, there will be fewer
individuals who are either over- or under-educated. Presumably, individuals will
make the necessary choices for education and/or training which are commen-
surate with their abilities and values, resulting.in greater jdb satisfaction.

Summary

Over-education is a potentially troublesome development in America when,
viewed in 'a relatively narrow occupational sense. Under-education is a, current
and continuing condition among American workers. To some extent, both
conditions may contribute to the jpb,dissatisfaction expressed by approximately
10 percent of American workers. ,
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Condition #6

The groWing need for and the presence of women in the mork force has
not been reflected adequately inieither the educational or the career

options typically pictured for girls enrolled in our educational system.

COMMENTARY

Women in the Work' orce

While women have always constituted a significant and'vital proportion of the
work force in America, their presence ill the labor force has increased mars kedly
and dramatically in the past /5 years. In 1948, females in the labor force
numbered 17,335,000 and represented 31.3.percent of all women between the
ages of 16 and 65 who were potentially eligible for the world of work. By ,1973,
34,510,000 were a part of tke work force; this figure represented 44.1 percent
of the female civilian noninstitutional population (1). Hence, the female work
force has just about doubled in the last 25 years, and about one-half of all
eligible women are employed. These women comprise approximately 40 percent
of the total American work force.

Of this number of women, over one-half of all femalesin the age ranges of
18-24 and 35-54 were employed. Employed women 25-34 (the typical
childrearing ages) comprised 48.5 percent of the female population, while those
55.64 were employed at nearly a 41 percent rate. In the 20-24 age range, almost
62 percent were in the labor force. Of these women; approximately 3 of every 5
Were employed full-time, full-year. Fuither, while in 1948 only 22 percent oE
married women with spouse present were employed, by 1973 that figure had
jumped to 42.2 percent.

Clearly, women are in the labor force to-stay. The worklife expectancy of
women is now over 20 years (2). The increase in the percentage of the labor
force tharis female suggests a heightened interest in work-for-pay, outside of the
home (3). Whatever the Motivation for women to work.:-financial, social,
psychological, etc.their attachment to work .is now pervasK throughout the
entire adult group, and the participation of mothers in the labor force has

'increased significantly (4). The stereotype is that the wor ,of women is
temporary:and supplemetzt,l; the facts suggest however, that the grticipation of
women in the abor force is relatively permanent lid absolutely ssary.

.

The Educational Options of Women .

td

.A great deal has been written regarding the effec f e ormal educational
system on the socialization and subsequent career as irat of females. While
the proportion of females 'electing to pursue higher education has increased
substantially and while the percentage of females.; achieving the baccalaureate
degree has also increased, there is evidence that America has significantly
under-utilized its womanpowert in the labor force. This. under-utilizatiop, is
typically attributed to the press of the American educational system and its
effects on female career aspirations.
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For example, the proportion of women enrolled in degree - credit courses has
increased from 38 percent in 1962 to 43.1 patent in 1,972 and is expected to
attain 45.7 percent by 1982. Similarly, the proportion of bachelor's degrees
awakcled -to women has increased from 41 percent in 1962-63 to 44.1 percent in
1972-73 and is forecast to reach 46.5 percent by 1982-83 (5). Yet, when the
occupational aspirations of female elementary school students are compared to
those of their male counterparts, those of girls are markedly lqwer, evidence
little "soaring" or fantasy, and manifest a narrow rather than a broad range of
careers by contrast,(6);

This situation is likely the result of the fact that Americar% society (and the
spool sy stem as an institution of that society) fias devalued achietement related
behavior in women to the point that a'great many females are' motivated to
avoid success (7). Certainly , there must be a good deal of sex-role conditioning
which occurs throughout education, for-independent of discrimination-girls
simply are not motivated to choose a wider gamut of careers. It is common

,knowledge that boys arel generally encouraged to be aggressive, competitive, an
independent, whereas girls are rewarded for being relatively passive and

, dependent, that textbooks and other children's literature are sexist in nature,
and that certain subjects are considered "appropriate" for boys and not for girls
and vice versa (8).

The participation of women in the work force is directly related to the
number of years of schooling which they complete. When the percent of women
18 years and older in the civilian non-institutional population who are memberTS
of the civilian work force (employed and unemployed) is scrutinized by level of
educational attainment, we find that the-force includes only 29.8 percent of
those completing elementary school, but 49.7 percent of those finishing high
school, 56.9 percent of women completing college, and 69.1 percent of those
with graduate training (9). And the gulf is getting wider. There continues tp be a
growth in the labor force participation among women with the most education
and a reduction in the likelihood of employment among women with relatively
little schooling (10).

There seems to be little conscious effort, by educational systems to reduce
sexual stereotyping of occupations. In one typical study (11) elementary school
children presented both "good news and bad news." The positive finding was
that young students did not feel that the woman's place was in the home;
women at work was a concept acceptable to them. However, the negatiye finning
,was that the work of women was clearly "woman's work", that is, women were
considered to be able to work only in certain occupations (e.g., waitress, nurse,
librarian, etc.). While women were thus limited', men were not, men could,do
women's work, but the obverse did not pertain'.

There is virtually no evidence that on major aptitude variables girls are
different from boys. To be sure, on such aptitude measures as tests of
mechanical ability and the numerical sections of such instruments as the College
Entrance Examination Board's Stholastic Aptitude Test, girls as a group perform
less well than boys;, however, these results can be accounted for by experience
and interest factors 'rather than by innate differences, in aptitude. In the same
manner, females as a group score higher than males in clerical aptitude and

dexterity tests. Both of ,these situations art, at least in part, directly
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attributable to, the 'educational system and its differential expectations and
rewards for bo;'s and girls. In either case, there is so much overlap between the
performances of the sexes un di' erse aptitude assessment devices that we can
safely say that women possess,a full range of employment aptitudes (12).

What emerges from this brief discustion, then, is , picture of an educational
system which, inadvertently, or 'deliberately, perpetuates sex -role stereotypes
with a resultant loss of substantial talent in the American labor force.

v
The Career 00tiolis Ol ytionien . .,

r
Given the educational experiences of women and their experiences with other

institutions in our society, such as the church and the'family, which impinge.
upon the fortnulation of occupational aspirations, ,it is not surprising that
women are disproportionately represented in the various categories Of the labor
force. ,

Women in America are concentrated in relatiyely few occupations and ,,
industries. Service fields, clerical and sales, operatives in manufacturing, and
within the professions of nursing, teaching, an tcial Vork. In fact, one-third of
all women in the labor force are concent fed in only seven jobs. Secretary,
retail sales clerk, household Worker, mentary school teacher, bookkeeper,
Waitress, and nurse. Another way ooking at the constridion of women's jobs
is to note-, that 78 percent all working women (compared to 40 percent of
working .amen) are e oyed as clerical workers, service workers, factory
workers, and sales clerks. Fewer than one percent of all women workers are '

engaged in "professional" occupations (if one excludes teaching, nursing, and
social work from the "professional" category) (13).

_ The converse of these data present an appalling picture. Lo-olung at some
selected professional occdpati s, it is dear that women are extraordinarily
under-represented. Women com rise .only 4 percent of architects, 4 peraent of
draftsmen, 3 percent of lawyers, 11 percent of science and engineering
technicians, 2 vercent of veterinarians, 7 percent of physicians, 2 percent of
dentists, less than 1 percent of engineers, 10 percent of chemists, and 4 percent
of physicists. In each of these occupational categories, demand is expected to
exceed supply significantly for years to. come. Yet women remain rarities in
these occupations despite the fact that,, as we have previously observed, a
significant portion of the female population possess the necessary requisites for
success in trainin& for these jobs (14).

,

The same tyges of iit.tatistics emerge when one looks at representation of
women 'in the skiged tr,ides. Only about;3 percent of craftsmen are women (even
the job terminologies are ,sexually limiting). Skilled trade and craft occupations,._

machine sesuch as appliance servi
mechanics, are expecte to continue to be high deirvicemen,

and automotive,
nand areas, yet each is almost

j amen, business

' devoid of women. .

It should be apparent that, as a result of not fully developing ihe potential of
womanpower, there is a great waste of talent in Ameica. Both the economic
interests of America and our commitment to the development of each
individual's potential dictate that this situation 6e redres;e'd.

ilk -c, ,''
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Tbe Contribution of Career Education

The under-development of women's talent and the sub t unckr-utiliza-
tion of women in the American work force is part the.re discrimination
and in part the result of motivation. regard to the former situation,
aggressive and active step% have been and ontinue to be taken to remedy the
situation. Title VII of the Civll Rights Act o ghibits sex discrimination
in employment' and is enforced by the Eqrial Employment Opporturfly
Commission. The Federal,Equal Pay Law, a variety of Executive Orders (11246,
11478, etc.), and other legislation ,have done much to palliate overt practices of
sexual discrimination. If we are to utilize full} our womanpower, there must be

' a continued broadening of the kinds of employment open to women in industry,
government, education, the laboratories, etc. Legislationcan and does remove a
great many of the visible barriers to the realizatiob of women's potential.

Beyond legislation, however, ihe education0 and occupational horizons of
women must 'be broadened. It will be of relatively mall assistance to broaden
employment opportunities for women if there is not a concomitant effort to
motivate females in order to reduce and ultimately destroy sex-role conditioning
related to the world of work. For older women, programs designed for re-entry
and re-training may be necessary. for the youngeg female, career education can
work to altract;tratist, and develop America's best talents.

What are the areas to which career education can contribute irthis endeavor?
One suggestion is that the schools can work' with young females to:
,(1) Minimize sexual stereotypes and sex -linked misconceptions, (2) provide girls
with a broad exposure to a wide range of experiences, ideas, and role models,

'(3) educate pupils in skills for choice, problem solving, and evaluation, and
(4) enhance the self-knowledge of the school population (15). All of these goals,
of course, are essential components of career education.

Another writer (16) hes suggested that the schools can work toward needed
changes in the attitudes of both men and women. The schools,mustAssure that
Males recognize females as individuals, accept the idea of women in "men's
fields", and prepare to cope with the notion of the- "working wife", f& the
majority of wives will indeed be paid workers too. Schooti must also workwith
girls to help them to accept these new responsibilities, haAgreater expectations
of themselves, and engage in more careful and realisti44anning. Again:'*areer
education becomes a viable strategy by means of wfiik these changeuan je
effected.

.

A third example of how career education can .help-' th9 fuller development
of women workers is provided by Hansen (17)., Sh-i presents a cuIrricular
empliasis in the schools which highlights such vari4 s as. Awareness :af self, .

acquiring a sense of control over one's life, acquirrn owledge about workers,
working settings, and occupations, acquiring respe for other people and the e

work they do, developing, clarifying, and reality, testing 4 positi,le self-concept,
acquiring the discipline of work, yaluing human dignity, assuming responsibility
for vocational planning, formulating tentative car *r goals, acquiring knowledge
of educational and vocationaLreso,urces, acquiring a sense of .independerice and
an awareness of.a preferred life stile, clarifying the decision-making process as
related to self, and commitment with tentativeness within 4 changing world. In

...,., ..
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addition, 'she proposes some school strategies for assisting both boys and girls to
come to grips with and maximize the inevitability of the working woman, among

'which arethe following:
{ I. Help girls think of glen/selves ag. persons, to affirm their sense of personal, -A worth, to, face andwork through their identity and role conflicts.

2 Help females to consider a wide sange of occupational options in addiJon
to the traditional stereotypic ones.

3. Help girls-and boys think through and plan for multiple roles as workers
and parents. , ,. a

4. Make sure boys and girls have accurate information about women, in the
labor force, preseht and projected, and about alteratives available.

. 5. Belk each girl to learn the proiess of decision-making and to know that
she can choose in accord with ter" values, ability, motivation, and

* .pre6fertncesfrom a variety of.life patterns.
6. Make both males and females aware of the variety of life styles and family

paitems from which they can choose and of potential role conflicts e

involved in choosing one attem over another.
The preceding are but thiee examples of how some of the goals of

education can be utilized in the service of increasing the potency of women in
the work force.

Stimmary

Wdmen are in the work force in substantial anci ever-increasing proportion.
Their understanding of the possibilities extant .for them in the work world is
limited; and is reflected in their concentration in pertain occupations and their
virtual absence from others, consequently,, their motivation is less,than what it
might be Career 'education seeks to provide feinales with the necessary and
sufficient requisites that wilLenable them to participate in the work force in a
mannertthdt will bring benefit both to themselves and to America.

`N
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Conl/ition #7

The growing needs for continuing and recurrent education. on the part
of adults are not being adequately met by our current systems of public
education. .

41

COMMENTARY

A Lexicon of Continuing Education

There exists an inordin to amount of semantic confusion regarding what
descriptive term to apply to adults who pursue education outside of the
mainstream of America's formal of core educational system, pre-school/through.
university. The term adult education was formerly used as a catch-all to define
such activities; himever, of late it has come to be utilized primarily to denote
educational experiendes which are mainly remedial or avocational in charac-
ter (1). More specifically, the term basic. .adult education is applied ft) the
provision of learning experiences designed to remove adult functional illiteracy
and for similar rudimentary but essential purposes. The current term in vogue in
Ameilca is contimiirk education, the corollary designation in Great Britain is
recurrent education. Another term aiming rapidly into favor is lifelong
education, which many feel 'most accurately expresses the over -all goal of the
discipline.

Continuing education has, of course, existed in Anlerica almost since this
country's inception, what with zthe pre:pyil War mechanics institutes, ,the
Chautauqua Movement, and other educatioitor adults beyond the confines of
what is considered the traditional core -educational ,;kecently, in ti

recognition of the growth of continuing education, new.vocabtflarx,has evolved,
hence, if "pedagogy" is an appropriate word to describe:ihe_ technology of
childhood ecucation, then "andragogy" beetimes apProptiafe Ito 4escribe the
technology of adult education (2).

Continuing education should not be colifused .with eNindiki:41cooling.
"Extending schooling believes that the lo ger we keep the .y.09tig:AiRy . from

°work and life, the more they will have le Nts. Continuing eduallott.lasumes,
on the contrary, that the more experien life and Work people-have . the
more eager they will be to ,learli and the more capable, they will 'be ,of
learning" (3). Thus, the point is frequently made that education is not
syitonymous.with schooling (4).

For purposes of this paper, then, the terms adult education, continuing
education, recurrent education, and lifelong education. are used interchangeably
to denote all organized teaming activities outside of the core educational system.
There are two broad goals adopted by continuing education. (1) to prevent
hiunan obsolescence, add .(2) to preserve and further develop the American
society (5). These goal'are delineated somewhat in the following statement (6).

The role of adult education in American society is twofold: (1) tokkeep
the social, political, and economic machinery of its dynamic civilization in
operation,;, (2) to inspire, induce, guide, and teach adults in all phases of

ti
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personal development and enrichment so that each individual an work out
his 'own way Of living, and of fin' ding.meaning-in life, his own approath to
realizing himself as an individual.
Continuing education programs. as opposed to our tore educational system.

are typically characterized by a lOw degree ,6f structure, a task- or skill- Centered
focus and a short-term, present-time, orientation. They are frequently uncoordi-
nated, fragmented, diffuse, and have low visibility. Although there is great
variation among them, the stress is more often than not plated on resociahza-
tion, acculturation, and the learning of prcal skills and knowledge related to
work or daily life (7).

The Settings for Continuing Educe

Continuing education js pursued by adults in a variety of settings. The
providers of continuing education may be industry, coma-mite, the nulifiry,
religious institutions, labor mions, the 'mass media, correspondence schools,
manpower programs, correctional institutions, hospitals, public and private
schools, colleges and universities (part-time), extension services, voluntary and
conimunity, Organizations, tutors or private instructors. service organizations,
and a diyerst array of other ,org,anizatiopi and institution

The opportunities for*.boininuing ediiiatigokin business, industry, and the
military alone . are-SO va*:.:that these three segments of society have been
described in tehns of lielp&as great an educational force as public schools and
'higher educational systerni(8). For example, 10 years ago, there were over 300
formally constituted, military -schools:in the United States, offering over 4,000
courses, which provided training for,f,500 separate jobs involving 1,400 civilian
job classifications. At any one time;Some 10 to 15.percent of the armed forces
personnel of the United States are attending formal clAsses a't some school. These
figures it the least hold today arid have probably been exceeded (9). These
staggering data are matched in the, stores and factories across the nation.
Industry, with both in-service (employer 'provided) and out-service .(employer
contracted) training, seeks on a massive scale to resolve the prablem of
"educational half-life" (10), the period of time in which about half of what an
adult needs CO, know to percprm his job effectively is different from what he
knew at the tusie he finished his f9rmal education or° training' in school or
college 11,19/4; company schools` business and industry provided some form
of education for appioximately 17.5 million employees(11). e

The single most effective educational system in the history of the worldsis4
part of continuing gducation. The Extension Service of the U.S. Department df
Agriculture is a classic and highly visible example of the potential effectiveness',
of continuing education.

In zeneral, continuing education is taking place in four types of agencies.(12). ,
There are, first of all, those agencies where continuing education is viekd
primary function (e g., pioprietary schools 'and independent residenrikand,
non-residential adult centers). Secondly, there are agencies who coWsidets.,
continuing education to be a secondary function (e.g., adult evening c/Zalz
Programs of public,,Schools, community service or adult education divisionimi
community colleges,lan'd general extension divisions, evening colleges, etc,34t,,
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cofleges and universities). Thirdly , the are agencies which provide continuing
educatiop as an allied Cum..uon (e.g.. iesmuseums. health and welfare
agencieA etc.). LIstl.? there are agencies which conTid'er zo,fiiinumildtarron.is-
a subordinate functio! (e.g.. business and industry . labor unions. government.
churches, voluntary associations. etc.).

It is dear. thin. that a large number of institutions. organizations. and
agencies in American society are providing opportunities for the continuing
education of adults. -1

ThePopylatiiin of Coatinuing.Education
J,

Like a great many other vanables. the continuing education of adults bears
strong relationship to ocCupational level. In descending order. the proponign of
the various occupational groupings who eRlage in continuing education 44:twines
is as follows: professional and technical. clencal and sales (managers, officials,
prognetors). craftsmen and foremen. semc-e workers. operatives. and la-
borers (13).

. In. 1965, it was estimated that almost 30 million different adults studied
subjects of various types through continuing education instruction or inde-
pendent self study (i4). Of these. appromunately 9 million pursued job-related
subjects and skills. 5_5 million hobbies and recreation. 3.8 million religion.
morals, and ethics, 31 milliiin general, educational subjects. 3.5 million home
and tam. fly life subjects. 1.7 million personal development subjects. 1.1 million
au-rertt events, public atiani, and citizenship. 3 million apiculture. and 1

miellaneous su 7 rretts7
u

le yc.1:ts since awe neigetieinerted, the_ absolute numbers cf. those
nea d m continuing edumtion_has_iireased, proPortions,purs.,u- ^.elhe
Tvari types of subjects have remained relltiveS constant. In 197'2, continuliat
education participation in pubhc and private schools. part-time in 'colleges and.,

is Is universities, in vanou:s job training programs. in correspondence courses, and in
selected community organizations alone totaled. 13.150.000. evenly dpstnbuted
above and below the age of 35 (15). ,

Some of the data frequents cited in the field of continuing education seem
hyperbolic. For .example, one source (16) predicts that by 1976. 149 million
people will be involved in some kind of educational program, -S2 million outside
the traditional educational 'system and 67 million within IA In a country with a
total population of 212 million. these statistics strain credibility. However. even
allowing for inflated figures, it is apparent that a highly sipuficant proportion of
the adult population is engaged in continuing education. In one survey, for
example, only a small fraction of possible organized continuing education
institutions responded, and still 2,100 diffe nt institutions were fepre-
sented (17).

Pfobably the most accurate- forecasting is the flowing. Currently, about 62
,million students are enrolled in formal school r school, elementary , second-
ary, and higher education) (18). Best guess e aes suggest that ,another 45
million are engaged in vocational training (vocational., technical, and professional
training outside of the formal educational structure and including professional,
and technical training, company schools,, on-the-job training, correspondence
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schdols, the armed forces, etc.), and an additional 28.5 'million are. involved in
more general adult education (19). Hence, more people are receiving education
outside of the formal educational system than within it.

Fairly recent developments in society account for 1 growing number of
continuing education opportunities. The Tests of General Educational Develop-
ment (GED) of the American Council on Education enable school leavers to
acquire a high school equivalency diploma, approximately 300,000 students per
year do so In higher education, several states have established programs similar
to the Open nuversity in Great Bntain (e.g.. University Without Walls in
Massachusetts and Empire State College in New York) and the College-Level
Examination Program (CLEP) enable the student to receive college credit
without actually attending traditional classes. The Manpower Development and
Training Act also has opened continuing education opportunities to another
segment of Americans. These are but a few illustrations of evolving develop-
ments in continuing education which affect the' lives of a growing number of
people in America.

'Patently, a goodly proportion of the 84.5 million workers in America, their
non-working spouses. and ethers are invelvtd in some form of continuing
education. .

Evaluation of Continuing Education

Despite the faet that opportunities for continuing education are extant on a
large scale and that adults are availing themselves of these 'Opportunities in large
numbers America must solve some difficulties in relition to the lifelong learning
of its population. One commentator has observed (20):

Adult education, despite its importance, has never been the major cultural
factor in the United State's that it is in England, the Scandinayian countries,
and Russia The problem in our country hasteen the lack of identification of
"adult' edubation" as a specific field, dearth of major educational
opportunitiafor adults, and an almost complgte absence of institutions with
a major commitment to educating adults.
One major problem is that education, seems to feed on schooling, that is, the

more fornial schooling one has, the more likely he is to engage in some formpf
continuing edtication The challenge would, therefore, seem to he to involve the
relatively less schooled elements of Americairlduits in continuing education.

Another prdblem exists in dealing with the continuing education of an
increasingly significant proportion of adultsthe retired. America's older citizens -r; .)
need to become aware of the changes that are taking place in their lives, to
acquire knowledge and skills that will maintain health, retain or increase mental,.
capacity, and to enable themselves to use their own resources more effectively,
and to realize that learning in and of itself can be interesting and stimulat-.
ing (21). The aged are a special clientele with unique needs .and interests
continuing education (22) We have barely begun to meet their needs or, indeeC1',,'
to understand what those needs are.

Still another area of concern relates to the certifiability orvarious forms of
independent study for adults. Some universally acceptable validation procedure
for the completion of various types df studies will have to be agreed upon. For
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example, cuirespondence schools are accredited by the National Hume Study
Council and/or the National University 'Extension Association (23). Similar
accreditation and certification will have to be guaranteed fop all types of _

continuing education and must be accompanied by heightened efforts at making
potential consumers aware of the dangers of nonaccredited study.

Then there is the whole range of ,prpblern,s_related____ta the_agencies of
continuing edut.ationtlarrf ing their respective tasks and ensuring the develop-

-, ment of coherent curnculiuns of sequential learning. This task may involve the
expansion. of various types of cooperative administrative arrangements (e.g.,
local community colleges assuming responsibility for the !_untinued training of
personnel for hospitals). One suggestion (24) is that consortia of institutions lie
established .an a local. reguintal. and national basis to pool resoUrces for
continuing education with the ann of making sure that virtually all citizens have
access to continuous learning of high quality.

Other suggestions advocate the expansion of existing opportunities for
cultural and lifelong learnmg activities.. Recommendations range from the
expansion of the adult college constituency to the design and operation of
learning "pavilions" to encourage and facilitate independent adult learning (25).

Still another area of concern is in regard to how continuing education fits
into.,the total comprehensive educational framework in America. It has been
suggested that "American educators... start moving toward a conciliation and
articulation of core education and ,Oontinuing education.,... Improved
articulation is needed between what the schools and colleges do in the formal
educational sy stem and, what other learning situations and institutions can do to
provide opportunities for continuous learning" (26).

The need for eontinuirig education is certainly g4eat. As one commentator has
noted: 't1

If we want our workers to be flexible and skilled enough. society has to be
committed to a continuous,'traming program for its members. And this
training need not only be directed, toward job-related This is true
because nearly any kind of continuous education experience after the
completion of the formal education program would be helpful in that the
very act of participation, if meaningful, wouldlmotivate a positive rattidide
toward more such experiences (27).
In more specific terms, it has been suggested that continuing education

shOuld be epitomized by a new set of 3 Rs Renewal (helping the adult to grow
and keep himselpeplenished in his job), retraining (drastic changes leading to
wholly new skills), and readjustment (training for a stance of preparedness for
change (28).

The Contribution of Career Education

The average, American now has a life span of 70 ears. During his longevity,
he will need various types of continuing education, In the formal school system,
career education cars help individuals to understand the need for lifelong
education and to instill within thern;the motivation .to take -advantage of the
large number of opportunities that exist and those ihaj will be created. In the
adult world, the home-community model can encourage people to use the
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'continuing education career preparation services available in their own commu-
nities This model can also serve to assess community effectiveness m providing
career training' and recommend new services as needed. Finally, various
educational renewal programs can be stimulated by career education.

Summary

While a great deal of diversified continuing edut.ation Is provided in Amenca
by 'a wide variety of agencies to a substantial proportion of the adult population,
our loosely structured, non-core educational system can be improved. Career
education can contribute significantly to this improvement.___ _ _______
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Condition #9

The general public, including parents and tire business-industry-labor
community, has not been given an adequate role in formulation of
educational policy.

2 COMMENTARY

What Condition #9 Does Not Mean

It is possible to rifer from Conditt§01 #9 that what is being advocated.is the
concept of "local com4iunity control", a newer system of educational policy
formulation which is designed to increase the power base of segments of the
population in large-city. achools by a process of decentralization (1)..In most
school systems, members of boards of education are supposedly elected or
appointed to represent the community in the making of local eV, cational
policies. In fact, however, because of a variety of factors, they more' ten than
not simply legitimize the schobls' policies rather than represent the commu-
nity (2). In large city schools, it is argued, this situation leads to feelings of
alienation by minority segments of the community, hence, "if the establishment
was unresponsive to the needs of those at the bottom of the social scale, then
why not redistribute power by giving some decisiOn-making power to the poor,
and the objects of discrimination" (3). Thus schools would assume.the function
of becoming instruments of social change rather than their MOje traditional
function of serving as a social control (4).

Such a proposal, of course, is threatening to the professionals who operate
the schools, for they fear that various political tests will be employed to hire and
to retain teachers and to evaluate teaching effectiveness. Consequently, the
concept of local community power or control is presently a volatile issue.
Condition #9 does viot concern itself with this issue, whatever ifs pro's and
contra's. It simply _suggests that parents, business, industry, labor, and other

-segments of the community ought to be involved in the directiOn,, scope, and
emphasis of school policy to a degfee previously unrecognized.

Bbsiness, and Labor in the Schools

In one sense, industry (henceforth, industry is used to mean business and
industry) has for some,time had a profound influence in tht schools. Some
educational historians and sociologists have even argued that American schools,
once under religious domination, have for some time been and are now business
dominated, in the sense that their primary aim is to produce individuals who
meet the needs of business and industry (5). .

Certainly, industry has been utilized by schools, hOwever, Ihe'utilization has
been far from universal, confined to a narrow sedifent of schooling, and has,
more often than not, been haphazard and hit-or-miss in its character. There have
been for decades a variety of programs designed with the intent of permitting
learners to acquire firsthand experiences in industry as a part of their formal
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secondary education. These cooperative activities between business and the
schools (largely Industrial education) have taken place Primarily in construction,
manufacturing, merchandising, and agriculture,(b). Beginning with the Smith-
Hughes Act in 1917 and continuing through the Vocational Education Act of
1963 and its1968 Amendments, a variety of Federal legislation has provided
financial support for training, for industrial oLA.upations (7'). ThiS legislation and
other factors have led to an array of cooperative efforts between industry and
the schools.

One sort. of cooperation is,eviddmed by education-industry advisory cfmn-
mittees. It has been estimated' that °ter 20,000 advisory committees are
operating in schools offering vocational and technical education and that over
100,000 industry people ate active to vary ing degrees on these ,ommittees (8).
The 1968 Amendments to the Vocatitmal Education Act of 1963, do, in fact,
require industry involvement in public school vocational education programs. To
be sure, many such committees are "paper" groups which have little rearinput
into programs, but many other perform.services of real value..

These groups typically include representatives from industry, business, labor,
management, politics, and the general community , with'the aims of formulating
policy in vocational and technical education and of performing other services.
One source suggests that cooperative industry -education activities can be
grouped into six broad categories. (1) Planning of occupational programs
(manpower needs and skill development), (2) acquisition or tools, equipment,
and materials, (3) selection and preparation (orientation) of instructional staff,
students, and instructional materials. (4) promoti* (public 'relations) and
dissemination of program activities, (5) solicitation of professional and financial
resources; and (6) evaluation o &instructional programs {9).

Another type 6f joint effort involving industry and the schools is cooperative
programs, such as work-study, cooperative work - experience (CWE), distributive
education (DE), and ,diversified occupation programs (DO). As' defined by the
Vocational Education Acts of 1963 and 1968 CoOperative Work-Study (CWS)
programs are designed for students with great financial need in order to stay in
school,,apd Cooperative Work Expenen,e (CWE) programs provide supervised
Athe-jot trOning for 16- 18-year-olds, utilizing both a teacher-coordinator and
;An industrial representative

Non-legislated and less formal partnerships between industry and theschools
also exist. Educational partnership projects, involving various types of exchanges
of human and materials resources between companies and the schools; are,
increasing in number. One study pas identified about 76 such projects, which
involved 33 companies in 23 Lities,(11). In addition, industry is also involved In
a relatively smallish 'Way .creating new educational curmulums and materials
for the preparation of stUdents in various technical and vocational subjects and
in recruitjng and selecting prospective vocational teachers.

Currently, every State, aided by the U.S. Office of Education, has an
industry-e,ducation-labor oordinator. Schools can call or, these individuals for

, technical assistance (12). N4ral model programs are being evolved which entail
the active participation of industry. Among these are (13):

1. The Employer-Based Career Education Program developed by the Appa-
lachian Educational leboratory, Inc., which,is planned to design, effect,
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and document an educational program outside the public school system,
operating within employer and community settings.

1. Community Experiences for Career Education Program, under the
direction of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, is designed
to test the effectiveness of using business and the community as the set-
ting for obtaining a high school education.

3 Career education Program by the Southwestern Cooperative Educational
'Laboratory of Albuquerque- for people between 16 and 45 who are
unemployed, underemployed, and miseinployed also emphasizes the
bilingual and multicultural aspects.

4. The Academy for Career Education in Philadelphia. developed by
Research for Better Schools, Inc. has some of the instruction conducted at
employer 'locations and some at a central facility in downtown Phila-
delphia.

5: Employer-Based Career Education developed by the Far West Laboratory,
is a voluntary educational alternative for 13 to 18 year olds of all
backgrounds and abilities with a goal of comprehensive learning, not
vocational training.

.
Some have suggested that industryregn contribute to format edugation by

assisting in school system management, cooperative work experience programs,
academic performance contracting, on-the-job performance coiltracting, and
even commercial school operation (45).

In terms of organized labor, the outlook is not quite so optimistic. It has been
observed that "unjons haJe alway's been lukewarm- toward vocational and
technical education in the' schoolsV. (14). While this situation is improvinc,
America's fohnal educational systeth has done relatively little to involve the 20
million union inembers who operate in blue collar, white collar, technical, and
professional fields a,nd represent 3Q percent of the total non-agricultural work
force (16). In the early 1800's;organized laboi"started the first campaign to
provide free public education for all children (17).. Today, organized labte
occasionally lobbies for education bills, does provide its own workshops and
coutses for its membership, and controls apprenticeship programs, but its direct
involvement in the formil educational system is relatively lacking. It has been
suggested that enlisting the help of ,labor` leaders on a voluntary basis in
educational programs would enhance community-school relationships. Aldng
with industry, they could aid in (I) improvement of instructional programs in
classrooms, shops, and science labs; (2) participation in work-study programs
and curriculum revision; (3) preparation of job placement and career guidance,'
information; (4) assistance in professional growth programs for teachers and
recognition incentive programs for students, k5) provision of administrative
supportive services; (6) participation in the schools' public relations activities;
and (7) opening of industrial facilities to schools and donation of material and
financial resources.(18).

It has always been axiomatic in AmeriWeducation that parents ana the
schools should work together to achieve educational goals. Certainly, various
parer)- teacher organizations, ave contributed toward this end. However, a great
many parents find 'the schilols to'' be inaccessiblejn school programs where
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conscious efforts have been made to draw in parents, they have proved to be
worthy contributors to the educational process by assisting teachers to establish
goals, by contributing directly to the instructional program, and by evaluating
educational outcomes (19).

In the area of alter education, especially, parents can be a valuable resource,
if they are assisted by the school to ask certain types of questions and tai find,
answers to them. These questions include. Why career guidance? .When does
career development begin? Is home environment related to career development?
When should' my childrbegin to explore occupations? What are schools and
employment agencies doing in this field? How much education will my child
need to succeed in a vocation? Should a parent ever choose 4n uccupation for his
child? Should a :parent encourage his child to work part-time while in high
school? Do young people = give sufficient thought to the choice of an
Occupation? (20). The answers to these and many other questions are the joint

onsibility of parents and the schools.
itt It seems accurate to observe, then, that industry, labor, and parents are cr -
lunently given input opportunities into educational policy formulatiln,
however, educational programs would probably benefit greatly by increased
involvement.

.......,The Contribution of Career Education

One canrtlgly imagine the effect 'of. systematic interaction amoicgthe schools
d industry, labor, and parents in combining their various resources and

ex rtise to meet the individUal needs of students. It has been observed that one
pt. pose 'of career education ie. to "unite the schools; communities, and
employers in a cooperative educational venture" (21). All four of the Cargo
Education Model Programs originally sponsored in' 1972 by the U.S. Office of
Edt6tion 1Were 'directed to)vard this end. Both the schools and industry, labor,
and pirentInusi take active initiatives, toward greater cooperative effort.

Summary.

The involvement of indtistry, labor, and parents in the formulation of
educational policy has been more p?rochial than catholic, and more haphazard
than systematic in its 'applic 'off, resulting in a loss of potentially valuable
resources to our formal' uc'ational system. Career education seeks to rectify
this wrong.
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Post high school education has given insufficient emphasis to- educa-
tionaltional prorams at the 40-bficcalatreate degree level.

.. -' 17Ar

COMMENTARY
.

The Varieties of Post High School, Sub-Baccalaureafe
Opportunities -. .. .

., . . .
There is a diverse and plentiful range

.
of post high school educational. .

oyportuninet available in the United States at the sub-baccalaurekedetee level.
However, in Owl; topsy -lii,e growth, they have failed to reach the flitThlment of
which they are potentially capable. Thus, they may noths se effective a force as

, ipossible in providing education for the 80 percent of our poplation that does
not have a college degree (4). An overview of extant opportunities is provided in
this section. . a ',3 > : .. ... ,...

f. d. '
Community Colleges.._, .,. -.. .,' . . ..

. ..Occupational or careeNducation in the community- colleges_of, America is
being conducted on a scope unparalleled in our tion's history. There are
currently over 1,100 community colleges in America, enro over,2.5 mlllibn
students, approximately' 57 percent of whom attend full-time and 43 percent
part-time (2). nye students are about equally divided in terms of 'those who
pursue an "academic",,progr,am with the AM of transferring to a.41-0ar college,
and those yvho take an occupational d career curriculum With the aim of
acquiring specific skills in an occupation: ' . '
7'. In relatively recent. years, these community colleges have responded to a

\.variety of manpower needs (and, in some cases, created the needs). For example,
newer directions in community college educati9n have included programs for
training in the allied health technologies, in public or human service occupati9ns
(e.g.,,law enforcement, fire service ,prograins,,, urban technicians, recreation
directors, steal work aides, and other,parapiofessionals), and in Imvironmentar ,.
or natural, resources education (3). Education for emerging occupations in water
pollution, industrial chemistry, agricultural banking, international docume ts,
and other de nova Occupatioits has been assumed by coma unity colleges
addition community colleges have maintained their more traditional-,
functions m thelealm of business, agriculture, and engineering technologi

All Of these types of progiams have arisen in an` attempt to reduCe,
, . dis,,repency between simultaneous unemployment and manpower lshoitage7,, .

America, that is, the goal is to prepare arleadequate number of craftsmen 'and.
technicians, skilled personnel -tp. fillhigh demand occupation_ requirements in

. order to reduce unemployment in low demand lit.eupations (5). The community
college settings for ,vcornplishingehis goal have been craracterized bKRobert H.
Fihch as '"Careeir centers for,young Americans of eyery Class and every race, and

'...--, .

-44' for older citizens s Well whO*ek. mid-career traininv . (they aretriented to.
, . , , .

,
I

7-9.'c. .! 3. . . .
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the new technology, to the pr'actical sciences, and... to the development of the
paraprolessiorial disciplines, and.. .,work... in close partnership with all the
public and private and,independent institutions of the social matrix" (6).

Private Vocational and Technical Schools

estimates of the number of private, post see dary vocational, trade, and
technical schools in the United States range from ,5,000 in 1964 (7) to 7,000 in
1969 (8) to 10,000 in 1974 (9). Clearly, such schools have been increasing in
number at an extraordinary rate. Most of these are "young person" schools, that
is, only slightly more than 10 percent of day students and 20 percent of evening
`student's are 26 years of age pr older (10). Alrhost, all of the training provided in
such schools is geared toward fulfilling'specific occupational Oiectives, typically
with a job simulation focus.

Most of these schools are perfectly reputable institutions. However, some
have engaged in less than scrupulous practices, ranging from refusal to return the
tuition of dissatisfied clientele to the unkept promise of job placement at the
terminationiof studies. A great many private school students do not investigate
such schools alorolighly (11),. and. the Federal Trade Commission is currently
taking stepi to ensure-adequate consumer safeguar4s.

In' any case, these schools have the capacity -to train a, great many more
individuals than are availing themselves of the opportunities. The typical trade or
technical school operates at abdut 60 percent of capacity; thus an additional
500,000 to 'one !billion students could be absorbed into the . current struc-
ture (12).

Apprenticeship Training

While tfie United States does not engage apprenticeship training on the
scope of many european countries (13), it does utilize the apprenticeship sxstem
to a relatively substantial cle&g. There are over a quarter °fa mIllipn registered
apprentices in Amefican induftry'Zapprenticfng in about 350 occupations (14),
most of than in the construction, manufacturing, transportation, and service
industries.

Onte virtually devoid of 'female and minority. representation, apprenticeship
occupations are now witnessing an' increase in the numbers of' women andi

minorities; however, such representation .would still appear to be far from
adequate. One jarring note: Those enteringIpprenticeship programs drop out at
the rate of about 50 percent (15): ,

'
;,ir Prograif .

Beginning in 1962 with the 'Manpower Training. and DeverOpmerit Act and
continuingthiough the present Comprehensive Empldyment and Training, Act of
1973, 'trainees have been `taught a variety of skills, have beep given basic
education and prevocational training,and have had the Denefit of guidance and
counseling services. Special concentration has been made tp train the hard-core
urban and rural disadvantaged populations. This year, almost 3. million
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Aniericans will'benefit in some way from the Cu'inprehensive 'Employment and
Training Act (CETA) (1-6). Some have even argued that nianpow er training,
programs area third major appkOach to the socialization of the y ountWin a'
capital-intensive societyafter the family and school systems (17).

However, the Federal Government, through direct financing and training, can
nix provide all of the training required' to meet the nation's needs for skilled
personpUwer. The following table is illustrative of the scope of Federal
involvement, while it demonstrates -the substantial I, untribution of the Govern-
ment, it also makes apparent the fact that the American private sector must
assume the pnmary burden for technolocal and vocation! training (18).

EMPLOYMENT DEMAND OF SELECTED OCCUPATIONS .

Occupation

Estiniated annual,
job openings

1966-1575
(thousands)

Federally funded
program graduates

1967, as related
to openings
(percent)

Mechanics, other than auto 107 9
Nufses, professional.. 04 4
Carpenters 69 12
Technicians, other than ettetric 55 18

1Office machipeoperators*1 55 - 10
Mechanics, automobile 50 59 .
Practical nurses
Technicians, electrical and electronic

47
34

40
27: `

Heavy equipment operators 33 2
Policemen 29 3 4

Technicians, medical and dental 21 -,.10

*Does not'afsume achieving specific national goals

Correspondence Schools .

Over5.million Americans are engaged in correspondence school studies
offered by private dome study schools, business, industry, Federal, and military
schOols (19). Presumably, such studies are pursued because opportuntnet are not
available in a given community and/or because the student is able to sludy at his
own pace The fact that the American population is,so geographically mobile
also probably relates to the increases in correspondence instruction, for, such
studies alloW continuity despite physical changes in one's location. Too, the
increased use of television.as an, instructional medium, teaching machines, and
programmed instruction no doubt make currespondente instruction a ,more

^ attractive alternative to a growing number Of Americans.



Other Opportunities

Other opportunities for post high school,'sub-baccalibreate education exist in
_large numbers, but either will not be detailedin this paper or are documented
elsewhere in these pages. Such vehicles for the delivery of education and training
as cooperative programs. on-the-job programsthe military, business, industry,
and rehabilitation facilities are servicing an impressive number of people. For
example, just one American corporation. thg General Electric Company, spends
motQ.tfian S45 million a year to provide its workers with a comprehensie
training program (20).

Evaluation of Post High School, Sub-Raccalaureate Education

Opportunities abound fur post high school, sub-baccalaureate education in
the United States. A very large number of people, are being educated by various ,
public and pniate agencies, and they are being trained in a basically sound
manner. However, there are a number ofi problems inherent in thrs'relatively
tormless,,educational structure. ,

First of all, our society has beionie so used to thinking in terms of a hierar-,
ducal structure of education, a pecking order, that the pursuit of studies at
less than the baccalaureate level carries with it less status than studies fOr the
baccalaureate degree. In the context of this educational bias\ there is some
degree ofvsocial stigma attached to occupational study-at the sub,baccalaureate
levet and a college degree appears to be a more attractive alternative for a° great
number of post-secondary school students than doeststudy in trade, technital, or
vocational education, programs. If young people can learn that they bring a
dignity to all work and that there is a great need for a Wide range of workers in
our society, then this situation can be assuaged.

Secondly . it is not only our y oung people who must learn and internalize new
attitudes toward post high school, ub-baccalaureate educ4tiori our vocational
and ,academic educators must also change their perceptions. Some vocational'
educators think that occupational education is the province of the secondary

v v

schools, atid some academics in pose high school educational institutions think
soccupational education is anathema_ to their schools. Unless academics,

accept occupational edUcation as a valid, function or public
,,liostsecortt( education, 5rogress will be delayed.'

T 'rail' pore skilled occupational educators teachers will need to be
red' 0,7 Ahd trained to,iprovide the instruction in post-Secondary school
plograii4..

,
These is currently a shortage of such instructors, and; if present

cofillitiOns persist, the shortage will continue.
Fourthly, as is the sase.witlf all of continuing edtkation, there is little or no

coordinationOf efforts to provide post high school, sub-baccalaureate education.,
'Little-or no provision is being made -to assess the demand for post-secondary
trained 'personnel in given occupations and in given °geographical ldcations, to
eliminate .ofilikent programs, or to plan for new, programs. It he been
observed. that, ``.`It would indeed be ,f6tlish in the extreme to assume that the
vast expansion, in occupational education can be accomplished by simply.
multiplying the programs and services that were 'successful yesterday" (21).

8r,2-
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Finally, there are many types ofinstitutions in our society which could easily
increase their educational efforts in areas in which they are especially adept. One
of 'the major recommendations of the noW-classic American Council on
Education study of post-secondary technical and vocational education was that
"Continuing- education for out-of-school youth and adults should become a,
maj9r/runction of many more educational institutions, especially those with
programs for highly skilled, technical, and professional occupations" (22). This
goal has yet to be realized.

A . great deal of useful work has been accomplished in defining the
specialty-oriented student, that student who has post-secondary educational
aspirations, but who is inclined to trade, technical, or business school training
rather than college. The specialty- oriented student's prime educational motiva- ,.
tion is to acquire an occupational skill or set of skills which could, be 'used to
enter the tabor market (23). This type of student needs a special kind of
meaningfu and relevant information to expand his freedom of choice and the
range of possibilities fram among which he may choose.

The Contribution of Career Education
O

Career educatibn attempts to motivate all youngsters', to want to, work, to
help them to realize that they bring a dignity to all types of work, and to help
theM acquire work skills. In the area of post high school, sub-baccalaureate
education, our young people too frequently have absorbed some of society's
negative attitudes about the way we feel regarding people who work with their
hands, have gained inadequate knowledge about occupational opportunities in
the technological, trade, and skilled occupations, and have acquired too little
information regarding the training opportunities which exist to help them train
for these occupations. Career education is an effort to change negative work
attitudes to healthful ones, to provide, the necessary self-knowledge and
knowledge about the world of work and educational opportunities, and to teach
the decisiOn-nialdng skills necessary in order that our young people can take
advantage of the opportunities which exist. In short, "in place of occupational
illiteracy, it .,promises occupational( fluency; in place of 'a lack, of goals, it
promises goal-directedpess, and of nonemployability-,It promises
saleable skills" (24). "
Summary -

Opportunities for post high school, sub ;baccalaureate education exist on a
large scale, they afford a great number of individuals education for skilled
occupations, but they are still underutilized because of negative attitudes toward
sub-baccalaureate degree education and because of a lack of information by high,
school graduates and drop-outs. field is not without some problems. These
were detailed in-the preceding pa
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